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T’I-IE STRCOP COLOR-WORD TEST: A REVIEW 1 

AXTHIJR R. JENSEN and WILLIAM D. ROHWER JR. 

University of California, Berkeley, USA 

The Stroop Color-Word Test, which has now been in existence for 
30 years, is of considerable psychological interest for several reasons: 
(a) it yields highly reliable and stable measures of individual differen::? 
on what seem to be three quite simple and basic sspccts of human 
performance; (b) though there are reliable individual differences on 
each of the three . ime scores obtained from the Stroop test, the three 
scores maintain tie same rank order of magnitude for all subjects 
(there was not a jingle exception among over 400 Ss tested by the 
writers); (c) the test has been used in a large variety of studies and 
has shown significant correlations with a host of other, often more 
complex, psychological measurements. Indeed, one difficulty in re- 
viewing the 1iteral:mre on the Stroop test is that it cuts across so many 
diverse types of research and schools of thought in psychology. The 
variety of interpretations of the Stroop phenomena, couched in many 
different terminologies and unrelated theoretical oiientations, testifies 
to the fact that psychology still has a long way to go in becoming 
a unified science. 

The origins of the Stroop test go back almost to the beginning of 
experimental psychology. In the first psychological laboratory, in 
zig, Wilhelm Wundt, in 1883, suggested to one of his students, James 
McKecn Cattell, that he do his doctoral research on the time it takes 
to name objects and colors anld to read the corresponding words. 
reportc.d the Grst experimental study of the relative speeds of colsr- 
naming! and color-word reading in Mind in 1886. The fact that color- 
naming requires more 5me than word-naming was also noted in William 
James’ Principles of PstychoZogy (1908, vol. I, p. 559), and was later 

1 This review was supported through the Cooperative Research Program 
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and by SL National Science Foundation grant ‘ro the Institute of Human Learning, 
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fht: subject of researches by DESCOE~BRES (1914), W. BROWN (1915), 

ad then, within a few years, by several other investigators w;,T:~ 

work is cited in later sections of this review. 

test-the conflict or 
name the color of the 

color and the word are incongruous--- 

rich Rudolf Jaensch jn 
h’s research on perceptual 

e color-word interference test, however, was 
y by John Ridley Stroop 

a Graduate student in the 
Peabody College fpr 
ssor Joseph Peteison 

been established an interest in individ- 
ual diffamces in speed of color naming and word reading. Peterson’s 
theories on this topic (see PETER~N and DAWD, 1918) and his interest 
in racial psychology had stimulated an earlier student, TELFORD 
(1630), to use color naming and word reading in the study oi racial 
differences, and also stimulated Stroop’s choice of a topic for his 
doctoral thesis, concerned with interference in serial verbal re- 
actions, in which he used the color-word interference test now 
generally referred to by his name. The study was published in the 
Journal of Experirnentd P~ychokqy (ST~oor, 1 351, and was followed 
by only one other study using the color-word test @TROOP, 1938). 
From 1936 to 1964 Dr. Stroup was Head of the Department of Psy- 
chology at David Lipscomb liege in Nashville, ‘Tennessee, and since 
1964 has been Professor o iMe.* 

There is no standard version of the Stroop test with respect either 
to the materials of the test, the administration, or the scoring, However, 

r of versions seems to be fewer than the number of investi- 
gators who have used the test, and each investigator seems to stick 
to only one version throughout various studies. 

STRQOP’S (193Sb) test consisted of three cards: a word card (W), a 
color card (C), and the incongruous color-word card (0. Five colors 

2 Personal communication from Dr. Stroop, December, 1964. 
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were used: red, blue, green, brown, and purple. Str~~p had first used 
yellow instead of brown, but found that yellow did not have sufficient 
contrast with the white card background. The woros were printed on 
a white card in black ink in lQ-point Franklin lower-case type. The 
words and the colors were arranged in a 10 X 1 matrix of evenly 
spaced rows and colunms. An attempt was made to avoid any regu- 
larity in hhe sequence (horizontallly and vertically) 
the five colors (or words) occurred twice in each column and each row, 
and no calor was immediately adjacent to itself in either column or 
row. c>n the CW card each color name appeared an equal number 
of times in each of the four other colors. The t:xact size of the cart?, 
the size or shapes of the cola:‘ patches, or t:leir spacing were not 
specified in Stro~p’s writings. P.. version of th2 tct,t very similar to 
Stroop’s original version was produced by the C. II. Stoelting Com- 
pany, manufacturers of psychological laboratory equipment, but it is 
now out of print and is no longer commercially av; ilable. 

Variations 

Thurstone. If any version of the test comes near being the standard 
form, it is. Thurstone’s modification of the original Stroop test. Thur- 
stone made up his own form of the test to be used in his factorial 
studies of perception (:i944), and the test was later described in detail 
by THURSTONE and MELL.INGEB (1953). In some ways the Thurstone 
version seems to be a,n improvement over the origiaal Stroop, while in 
other respects the ‘I~stone would appear to have defects that Stroop 
took care to avoid. Thurstone used cards IV, C, and CW, administered 
in that order, but t’ae bzcliground of all three cards is black, The cards 
consist cf photost atic negatives, with tbe C and CW cards tinted with 
photographic wat+:rcolors. The negatives are glued to heavy cardboards 
and coated with a clear plastic spray. The color patches on card C 
are circular dots “,‘i s” in diameter. The words and the colored dots 
are arranged in a IO X 10 matrix, On the back of each card is a 
practice test consisting c4 a single row of ten of the same kinds of 
items as on the face of t’le card. The subject’s su::cessful performance 
on this brief practice task helps to insure that he properly understands 
the requirements of the test which immediately follows 

All these points seem to be improvements over the original Stroop. 
The black background helps to accentuate the colors and the cards 
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Iwe an aes~etjcally Oft- Striking appearance than the versions using 

)” kmr colors: red, green, yellow, and blue. The 
rs has the possible disadvantage that each color 

es in each row or column, with 
s are not apt to be as evenly distrib- 

p’s version. This could possibly 
when time scores 3ased on every 20 items are used 

“, which has k :en the basis of 
ter section of this review. But 

ture of the ~nrst~ne version in this respect is 
simply in random order, with 

e positions of the words in the 
different from the positions of the corresponding 

card has the words in the same 
’ and the colors are in the same positions as on 

sequence unfortunately results 
in certain characteristics which 
are irrelevant to differences in 

color naming and color-word reading. For example, on card W the 
response “yellow’” is called for six times in the first two rows while 
“green’” is called for only three times. Also there are many doublets 
and triplets of the same color, which speeds up responding at these 
points, With a little practice Ss begin to perceive these doublets and 
triplets as single units, The first writer conducted an informal experi- 
ment which consisted of having several Ss read Thurstone’s card W 
and then having them read another card with an identical formar on 
which were printed the wards carrespondiug to the sequence of the 
colors on card C of the Thurstonc version. The results suggest that 
the cards di&x in di%culty due to the difierences in sequence of res- 

s. The sequence of responses in card W’ is easier than on card C 
probably due ta the est number of daublcts and triplets on card W. 
The difference would probably be even greater if it weren’t for the 
sequence “‘green, yellow” repeated three times in immediate succession 
on card C. Thus the repetition of certain sequences, which Strosp tried 
to avoid, is not avoided in the Thurstone version. Unrestricted random- 
ness seems inadvisable as a means of determining the sequence of 
stimuli. 

S&/Z. Gudmund J, W. Smith, a psychologist in the University of 
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Lund, Sweden, has carried out a number of studies (see references) using 
a further modification of Thurstone’s version (SMITH and NYMAN, 
1959). Smith does not use the W card and uses the C card mainly as 
a practice, test preliminary to the CW card. The C card in the SmnG 
version has groups of three colored Xes rather than colored dots. There 
is an additional line at the bottom of the 17 card which consists of the 
color names printed in incongruous colors; if the S successfully names, 
the colors rather than the words, the card is turned over to expose the 
CFV card, which is essentially the same as Thurstone’s. 

Clark University. A number of investigations with the Stroop have 
emanated from the Psychology Department of Clark University, largely 
in connection with the late Heinz Werner’s theories of cognitive de- 
velopment. These studies (see BROVERM AN, 1960; LAZARUS, 1958; 
PODELL and PHILLIPS, 1959; H. PODELL, 1963; and WAPNER, 1963) 
afl seem to have used the same version of the Stroop, which differs 
from the previously described versions. Its most complete description 
is given by COMALLI, WAP PER and WERNER (1962). The cards are 
9% X 91/4’F and the items are in a lr3 x 10 matrix. The C card 
is made up (af rectangular patches E/r s” >( s/ iG”. Only three colors 
are used: red, blue, and green. They ar: printed on a white back- 
ground. The order of the items is randokir. At the top of each card is 
one row of practice items. 

Jewen. This version (JENSEN, 1965) was made to overcome some 
of the deficiencies in other versions, but it probably has certain defi- 
cie!ncies of its own. The cards were made large enough to be used as 
wail charts. They are placed on an easel at the S’s eye level when 
standing and can be easily read at a distance of four feet. This modi- 
fication in siize rzsuited from the observation that with small cards 
which the S had to view from a relatively close distance, it was difficult 
to control such behaviour as card turning, viewing the card at a tilted 
angle, finger pointing, and other variations in the S’s behaviour which 
interfered with standardized administration. The *ards were therefore 
18” )=’ 25”, with colored dots s/H” in diameter and letters 5/r0” 
high. Five Icolors (red, green, orange, blue, and yellow) were used. 
The colors ;and wordis were in random order except that there were 
no doublets or triplets of the same color, every color occurred an equal 
number of times, and every color occurred in every row. Card C was a 
10 X 10 matrix, but cards W and CW had five column 3 and twenty 



med so long as to make 
of each successive row. 

imately the same visual 
5. Further details of this version 

LEN, i34TON, 

rsion ess~n~ally like Thurstone’s except 
made up of groups of 

th of the words on card W. 
Stroop is that of 

of the three cards inv es words and colors. 
orange and blue 
and blue. Thus 

is a 10 X 10 matrix of the 
rinted in incongruous but not 
ange, and blue. Card 3 is like 

card 1 except for the sequence. Were the, color of the ink in the stimulus 
word N is the sa e as the CO~CW wore’ in stimulus N -I- 1. Since all 
three cards invol ree of intelGerence, evaluation of the S’s 

rformrnce cannot ared with tne non-conflict performance 
usually obtained on cards W and C (this was noi Fraser’s purpose). 

ere is no evidence that Fraser’s Cards 2 and 3 yield any additional 
information that is not obtained from the usual CT card. 

Parallel form 

tars who have wanted to obtain repeated measures 
ed with the same set of cards, STRCWP (193%) made 

” farm of the test by printing each card in reverse order. 
nt forms would seem to be essential if one were to study 

the effects of practice on the color-word phenomenon per se. It is not 
now known how much of Ss’ improvement with practice is due to 
improvement in ability to read w rds, to name colors, ar d to overcome 
the interference on the CIV card and how much is due to the learning 
of the specific sequence of responses. 
SMITH and BORG (1964) triad to make an equivaleklt form which 

would minimize practice effects. This “parallel” version consisted of 
the words white, gruy, and black printed in incongruous shades of white, 
gray, and black. Smith and Borg considered this attempt unsuccessful. 
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Interference effects on the shaded version were small as compared 
with tire colored version, and t e scores derived from the two forms 
had low and statistica.lly insignificant intercorrelations. 

No one form of the Stroop test has been generally adopted by inves- 
tigators, and none of the forms in existence seems rationally or psych 
logically ideal in all respects. If investigators are going to continue 
using the Stroop in their researches, it would seem worth while to 
construct and to generally adopt an improved and standardized form 
of the t-t. Since it requires a good deal of time, skill, and e 
for the individual investigator to produce a satisfactory set of cards, 
they should be produced and distributed by one of the commercial 
psychological supply Grms. Several points should be taken into consider- 
ation in preparing a more satisfactory form of the test than we now 
possess: (a) the cards, color patches, and printed words should be 
large enough to minimize variance due to individual differences in 
visual acuity over a wide range; (b) the length of the rows of items 
should not be SD great that there is a perceptible gap in reading speed 
at the end of each row due to difficulty in locating the beginning of 
the next row; (c) the colors should be sufhciently vivid and dissimilar 
to minimize variance due to color discrimination per se; (d) it should 
be adequately demonstrated that the differences in performance times 
between cards W, C, and CW are negligible when the particular 
sequence on csch of the cards is presented in identical form, i.e. either 
as words in black and white or as color patches; (e) doublets of the 
same color or word in immediate succession should be: avoided; (0 
every color (and every word) ishould follow every other color an equal 
number of times; (g) sequential practice effects from one card to 
another would best be avoided by requiring a different order of re- 
sponses on each of the cards (a feature that is lacking in all present 
forms); (h) there should be from five to ten authentically *parallel forms, 
consisting simply of different arrangeme:gts of the items on each card. 
It is known that certain scores derived from the Stroop have very 10~ 
reliability when based on a single administration; obtaining repeated 
measures from parallel forms would minimize individual differences 
in improvement with practice due to the learning of specific selr;luences 
of responses. If research should show that repeated practice on the 
same cards results in no greater improvement in performance than 
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does practice on parallel rms in which the sequence of items is 
v~~~d* &XI, of co arallei forms could be dispensed with. 

ti3 admirmister; retesting 
tions are unnecessary. The 

) C, and CW. Some investi- 
mt forms of the test include a 

proper; this brief warm-up 
ructiuns before begin- 
detectable on Card C, 

ive this card first. Out of 436 Ss tested by 
have d~~~ulty in naming the colors cor- 

to tell the S the color 
a few overly conscientious Ss are prone 

to search their cdoe vwabularies for more precise descriptions. The 
&&+uctions themsefves are obvious, but they should include the point 
that this is a test of speed and accuracy. ‘The S begins with the top 
row and reads from left to ri t. Overt errors are very infrequent and 
arc usually spontanc~usly co ctcd by the S. 

TEIWRSTONB and MELLINGER (1953) suggest t at E follow S’s per- 
formance on a typed or mimeographed key, checking the items on 
which overt errors are made. Ssme Es tap the table with a pencil 

an overt error oc~rs; this seems to boost the S’s vigilance. 
the total time taken for each card, starting the stopwatch 

rst response and stopgin with the last. These time measure- 
ments should bc made as careful and accurately as possible, since 
!lis’ ~efformancc n the Stroop is remarkably reliable. A considerable 
proportion of the error variance in Stroop scores is probably true 
measurement error, so token to minimize this source 

of unreliability. 
More refined measurement techniques have been used for special 

~UIJXIS~~. In order to make a detailed analysis of various types of 
errors in Stroop performance, LAND, WAPNER, and WERNER (196% 
obtained complete tape recordings of the S’s performance and converted 
these to visual form by means of a Grass Polygraph. SMITH and KLEIN 
(1953) recorded the time for every 20 responses (two rows of items) 

and had SS do the CW card five times in succession, with one-minute 
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rest intervals, in order to obtain special kinds of scores, -Jvhich are 
described k the following section on methods of scoring. 

The cards are best placed before the S on a table or an easel, so 
that S cannot halIdle the cards. The CW card is made easier when 
viewed in such a way that the words arg not perceived as clearly as 
they would be under optimal conditions, E must be alert to S’s who 
try to take advantage of this fact by viewing the cards at an an 
squinting their eyes, “defocusing”, or deaccommodating. Ss tare)iy 
have time to discover these “tricks” on the ifirst administration, bu 
tend $0 crop up when repeated measurements are sought. Subtle 
of these techniques may contribute in part to the clear-cut practice 
effects observed in repeated testing. 

GROUP A@MINISTRATION 

KIPNIS and GLICKMAN (1959, 1962) made the first attempt to pro- 
duce a form of the Stroop for group administration. There were only 
two cards: C and CW. Card C contained 150 rectangles colored red, 
yellow, and blue. Card CW contained 150 colored-words; some were 
incongruous and some congruous. On a separate answer sheet the S 
would identify the color of each item by writing the initial letter of 
each color. Three minutes were allowed for each card; the S’s score 
was tie number of items correct. KIPNIS and GLICKMAN (1959) doubt 
that his group form gets at as much of the same variance as the in- 
dividual form of the test. Kipnis has concluded that they have not been 
succ~sful in building a group form of the Stroop and that all the valid 
variance in the group form is based mainly on the factors of speed and 
accuracy that are measured by clerical aptitude tests.3 

UHLMANN’S (l962a) adaptation of the Stroop for group administra- 
tion consisted of four subtests, each printed 0x1 separate pages. The 
first two subtests are used as a warm-up exercise and are not scored. 
The second two subtests each consists of a 10 X PQ matrix of incom- 
patible color-words (red, yellow, blue, and green). On on’e subt:‘st the S 
has to print the first initial of leach word, ignoring the color, on ;a line 
direct-ly below the word. On the other subtest S has to print the initial 
of each color, ignoring the word. The time limit is one minute for 
each subtest and the S’s score is his aumber of correct responses. An 
interference measure is derived from the dif!Icrence between the scores 
oz~ the two subtests. 

3 Personal communication from Dr. Kipnis, February, 19CJ. 
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~~~v~rsity cards and havi Ss enter a stroke in one of three 

en as they scanned cards IV, C, 
e score is tnt num f strokes made in 45 seconds for 

p forms one wonders 
e wishes to measure by means of 
the variance due to a clerical speed 
the obvious ex riment=--intercor- 

rms. Until th equivalence has 
forms of the Stroop would seem 

Probably no ther psy~holo cal test, with the exception of the 
Rorschach, has ielded so many different scores as the Stroop test. 
These scores fall into one of three classes: (a} the basic time scores 
and all the derived scores to which their algebraic manipulation gives 
rise, (b) refmements of scori the 5“s performance to yield various 
kinds of error scores, and ( mporal patterns of responses, which 
are concerned, not with co sons of performance on each of the 
cards, but with than ante durin e course of respon- 
ding to only one card (usually CW). 

Basic and derived scores 

The literature reveals no fewer than sixteen scores derived from the 
three basic time scores on cards W, C, and CW. A large variety of 

ical interpretations has been given to each of these derived 
dcores. The various scorin formulas are shown in table 1. 

Stroop used only the basic seorcs in his two investigations with the 
test (i935b, t ). The derived scores have been contributed by later 
investigators. res N, N and 8 (table 1) were originally used by 
THURSTONE (1944) in his factorial study of perception; scores A, B, C, 
D, K, and N were later proposed by THUR~T~NE and MELLINGER 
(1953). Score J was ffirst used by CALLAWAY (19SQ). Scores E and I 
were attributable to BROVERMAN (1963), as well as score G (BHOVER- 
MAN, 196Oa). Score L was first used by Klein (see KLEIN, 1954). Score 
F was added by JENSEN (1965). Score P is due tc CALLAWXY and 
STQNIJ (1960). 
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It is readily apparent that there is a great deal of redundancy among 
the derived scares in table 1. Scores A, B, C, D, and E, as a little 
algebr,aic manipulation will show, are all linear functions of one another 
and thus have 100 per cent redundancy. and I are similarly redun- 
dant, Scores G and L, being derived from the difference be 
obtained basic score and a predicted score based on the 
one score on another, have the disadvantage of being co 
com@icated and of involving parameters in the regres 
which are specik to the particular sam e of Ss under investigation. 
A similar objection may be made to score M, which, however, is the 
score Thurstone thought best, on the grounds that it showed more 
signticant correlations with personality iuventory items than several of 
the other scores (TI-IURSTONE and MELLI~~GER, 1953). This score9 how- 

Basic Stroop wwes and scoring formulas 

Basic scores Time measures (seconds> 

W Word card 
C Color card 
CW Color-Word card 

Derived scores Scoring formulas 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
P 

c/w 
WC 
(C-l- WI 
(C- w)/(c+ W) 
(C- W)lW 
c-w 
c-cy* 
C/CU’ 
(mW- Cl/C 
cw- c 
(CW- Q/W 
cw- CW, ++ 
CW*- %Cgf 10 *** 
w x (CW- C)/C 
W x (CW- C)/(C x CW) 
c+cw 

*) cp =: Predicted value of C based on the regression of C on W. 
**I cw,, = Predicted value of CW based on the regression of C W on C. 

***) The CW and C raw scores are converted to z scores in this formula. 
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than most of the other 
tical purposes than some 
each confound all three 

rmance has been used by 
ERNER, and MCFARLAND 
ed and then converted to 

aph. Some of the storable 
e word rather than naming 

ther than word reading, 
r&e@, (d) inarticulate 

to naming color, (f) 
s (e.g. “that’s gr~rs”), 
ong responses, i.e. S 

response, then corrects it, (j) whole-wrong cor- 
loses piaee, repeats, 

GARDNER et al. (1959) handled overt reading errors in a unique way. 
e number of errors was multiplied by the reading time per unit 

and this value was added to ading time for 
card. Though this method penal S for making 

im a poorer time score, ther danger that it 
e: admixture of “impurities” ints( the basic Stroop 

scores. It would thus seem advisable to record the time and the overt 
errors separat ly. In the writers’ experienm overt errors are so i&e- 
quent as to make it qu tionable whether they should be scored at all, 

ly since most 8s spontaneously correct their errors, thereby 
error t~~d~n~~s to in th? basic time scores. SMITH 

t 95 -wr cent of their Ss make 
card and that errors are virtually 

and Nyman adopted the practice of 
eliminating Ss from their studies who made more than 10 errors in 
five admiiistrations of the test. 

A method knawn as “serial scoring’” was first proposed by SMITH 
and KLEIN (1953). This method was adopted. according to SMITH and 
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NYMAN (19621, because the usual Stroop scores? particularly the inter- 
ference score CW-C, “had resisted all reasonable att:?mpts at predicting 
behavior in a series of new cognitive tasks” (p. 2). The method has 
been described in at least four articles (SMITH and KLEIN, 1963; SMITH, 
f959ab; SMITH and NYMAN, 1962), and, in addition to these studies, 
has been used in all of Smith’s extensive research with the Stroop and 
in a study by GARDNER, HOLZMAN, KLEIN, LINTON, and SPENCE (1959). 

The method is based on the time the S takes for every two rows 
(20 response:%) on the CW card. Thus, each S has five time scores; 
the poht of interest is the pattern of these scores. The total variab%ty 
for a given S c:an be analyzed into the variability due to linear regres- 
sion (i.e. improvement in speed from the first set of 20 response-s to the 
Mth set of 20 responses) and the residual variability. Ss are then classi- 
fied as one f>f four types in terms of the amounts of these two sources 
of variability in their performances. The four types are: 
(a) C’u~ltuZt~f~vt~ high on regression and low on residual variability. 
(b) Dissoci~ztivm: low on regression and high on residual. 
cc) Stabiked: low on regression and low on residual. 
(d) Cumb~tive-dissociatives: high on regression and high on residual. 

The cutoff scores for determining a s’s classtication are determined 
by the degree of differentiation the investigator desires to achieve among 
the four classes of Ss. If the medians of the distributions of regression 
and residu‘al scores are used, no Ss are lost in the assignment to classes. 
But in one study in which sharper distinctions were desired (SMITH and 
KLEIN, 1853) and more stringeot criteria were used (S had to fall into 
the same classification on at least three out of five administrations of 
the test), 40 per cent of the Ss had to be discarded as not being suffi- 
ciently clear-cut examples of any one of the four types. 

Obviously the serial scoring method appears to get at quite different 
aspects of performance than do the traditional methods of scoring. The 
serial sccrriug method seems to tap some combination of practice effects, 
the cumultatiire effects of fatigue or response inhibition, and possibly 
fluctuatirms in attention. 

PSYCHOME IrRIC PROPERTIES 

Normative data 

Most investigators 
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ean basic time scores 

ators: W z 38.09 
and MELLINGER 

orm of frequency 
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in table 1) based on 99 students at the University of Chicago. 
rrelations of all 0 e basic and derived scores are also 

roduct-moment correlatron be- 

occupational criteria the corresponding corrclatioqs were MI, 63, and 
.8 
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SMITH and NYMAN (1962) have presented quite elaborate tables of 
norms for their serial method of scoring based on various pAych:atric 
roups, and on various age groups from 12 to 60 years of age. The 

oups range from 10 to 109. 

Reliability 

Testxetest reliabilities of the basic and derived scores, with an 
average test-retest interval of one week, based on 436 Ss are presented 
by JENSEN (196S), It was found that the length of the test-retest 
interval made no appreciable difference within the range of from a few 
minutes to one week. The reliabilities of the basic scores for a single 
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administration were W = .88, C = .79, and C1Y = .7 I. The derived 
s~ccxes, because they consist of differences ard ratios, have somewhat 
lower reliabilities for a single administration, ranging from .31 to .72. 
Repeated testing has the effect of improving the reLabiiities consider- 
ably more than would ;be predicted by the Spearman-Brown prophecy 
formula. The composite of ten administrations of the test, for ex~~~~~e, 
raises the reliabilities of all of the derived scores above .9Q. 
derived scores which measure interference (formulas involving C an 
#CJV) do not have satisfactory reliability for zt sin&e administration, 
it is suggested that a composite of at least three administrations 
used if derived scores are to be used. The table of reliabilities given 
by JENSEN (1965) can be used in connection with the Spearman- 
Brown formula to determine how many administrations are needed to 
obtain a given level of reliability on any particular score; the Sperar- 
man-Brown prophecy will almost certainly insure at least the desired 
level of reliability which the investigator has inserted in the formula 
for determining the necessary number of retestings. Ten administrations 
of the test yield reliabilities that are probably higher than those of any 
other psychometric tests (JENSEN, 1965). 

The reliability of the serial scoring method is quite another matter. 
Since serial scoring is based on the pattern of change in a Ss per- 
formance throughout the course of the test, and since practice effects 
strongly interact with these patterns of change, the determination of 
reliability bly retesting is almost certainly bound to produce unsatis- 
factor:/ results. Such, in fact, was found to be the case when SMITH 
and BORG (1964) attempted to determine the test-retest reliabilities of 
their serial scores. The reliability coefficients of the various scores 
ranged from --.I6 to + .5 1, with a mean of -24. Smith and 
therefore tried a “parallel” form of the Stroop consisting of shades of 
gray rather than of colors in hopes of obtaining more satisfactory 
retest results. The attempt was wholely unsuccessful in producing 
anything resembling a truly parallel form. 

Fcetor andysis of Strosp sc‘ores 

In order to reduce the redundancy among derived scores (table 1), 
JENSEN (1965) intercorrelated them, along witi the basic scores, 

rmed a principal axes analysis and a rotation of the principal 
axes to simple structure by the varimax method. The results, based on 
an A! of 436, were very ckar-cut, and rotation of the principal axes 
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made no rence in the conclusions. Only three factors can be 
extracted fr~~m ati the Strcz~p scores; these three factors account for 

r Cent Of the variance contained in all of the scores. 
s of variance accounted for by factors I, II and I11 

17 and after rotation 46, 33, and 20, 
res and most of the derived scores 

i t~~~~ factors, but a few of the scores emerged 
ures of a particular factor. 

ufty factor and is equally well 
(set tabk I), which are all 
orrelates approximately .99 

less than .05 with the two other 
he only basis for choosi6~g among these scores is compu- 

st identihed as the interference factor and score F 
is clearly the purest measure of this factor; it correlates .97 

with factor 1 and .24 with factor III. The ratio of 
ess pure, having a greater 

-C. Score M, which was favored by 
Thurstone as an interference measure turned out to be a mixture in 
almost equal parts of all three factors. 

Fktor. 111 is best called a qve& factor; Thurstonc rc erred to it as 
“personal tempo” (THURSTONE and MELLINGER, l5.63). Only one score 
is a clear-cut measure of this factor=--the basic time score on card W. 
It correlates .97 with factor III and --.34 and .06 with factors I and 11, 
rcsgectively. 

There would seem to be little justification for using any other of 
the known derived scores than those mentioned above as having the 

cst factorial inde ndencc. It is also apparent that the basic CJV 
score, which has en used in this raw form by so many investigators, 
is not just an interference measure but is an amalgam of all three 
factoPs, bin loaded .3g on factor i, .66 on factor 11, and .64 ~1 
factor III. 

THE EFFIXTS OF PRACTICE 

Interest in the effects of practice on color naming has a much longer 
history than the Stroop test. In 1915 Hollingworth gave a color naming 
test to each of 19 Ss 100 times over a period of 10 to 40 days. There 
was 30 per cent improvement in speed of color naming, and yet after 
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the 100 trials of practice the speed of color naming was still 37 
cent slower than the speed of reading color words. At about the s 
time WARNER BROWN (1915) report& that the initial speed of word 
reading was almlost twice as fast as color naming but that both ti- 
proved to about the same extent with practice when improveme 
expressed as the percentage of decrease in time scores. Subs 
st.udies have not agreed with Brown’s conclusion on this point. 
n:aming generally benefits more from practice than does word reading, 
regardless of whether improvement is measured on an absolute or on 
a. relative basis. JENSEN (15X5), for example, found 23 per cent 
iImprovement for color naming and only 15 per cent improvement for 
word reading over the course of 10 administrations. 

Despite the significant improvement in color naming with practice, 
individual differences in color naming speed show remarkably little 
interaction with practice; Ss maintain pretty much the same rank order 
at every stage. The first systematic investigation of this point was 
carried out by GATES (1922), who administered a color naming task 
(200 color patches) 25 times to each of 23 women students. The mean 
time on the first three tests correlated .72 with the mean of the last 
three, while the mean of the second set of three tests (i.e. adminis- 
trations 4, 5, and 6) correlated .90 with the mean of the last three. 
‘Tbe large!;t part of the practice effect occurred between the first trial 
and the median of the next three trials. Beyond the first three trials 
tie intercorrelations among the subsequent trials are all over .90. The 
remarkable stability of performance on this test is shown by the cor- 
relations between the first trial, which is the least reliable, and the 
median performance on each of the subsequent 8 sets of three trials 
each; the correlations were ,78, .74, .85, .75, .77, .79, and .72, respec- 
tively. 

STROOP (1935b) was the first to invcstigalz the effects of practice 
on all three of the cards simultaneously, Performance on the CW card 
improved most with practice over eight trials; card W showed the least 
effect of practice. STROOP’S (1935b) results are in very close agreement 
with JENSEN’S (1965), shown in Ifig. 1. 

Dn every card the practice effects shown in fig. 1 are significant well 
bel_rond the ,001 level., though their absolute magnitude is quite small, 
particularly for word reading. Most of the practice effect occurs within 
the first few trials. SMITH and NYMAN (1959) also found that perfor- 
mance ‘became more or less asymptotic after five trials. Stroop found 
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p Color- word Nammq 

8 9 IO 

ean tirm for each Stmop cud as a function of the number of 
administrations (Jensen, 1965). 

increar e in the coeficient of variability on CW performance 
imilar trend is apparent in Jensen’s data, although the absolute 

amount of inter subject variability decreases sli Iy with practice. The 
mean intercorrclation aman for W .86 for C, 
and 34 for CW (JENSP , 

Since in all the studies ave reviewed practice effects were 
measured by administering the form of the test repeatedly, it is not 
known exactly how much af the improvement is due to increasing 
familiarity with the particular sequence of responses on each card and 
how much is due to actual improvement of the abilities we are mainly 
interested in m with the Stroop. As was previously suggested, 
tibe construction of truly equivalent forms of the test is a necessary 

rous assessment of practice cffccts on the Stroop. 
ility by means of repeated measuremenh cauld 

conceivably be even greater by the use of equivalent forms rather than 
rqxtitiam of the same form, since in the former case individual differ- 
ences in the learnina, of specific sequences, which is only errar variance 
as far as Stroop performance is concerned, wauld be ruled out. 

One point of interest concerning the effects of practice h;:s been 
noted by SMITH and NYMAN (1962), who have measured perfcrmancc 
at five stages in the course of a single trial and have done this over 
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several trials. This is the fact that a systematic practice effect does not 
show up during the course of a single trial but only from one trial to 
the next. It is as if a reminiscence effect occurred between tri&. If t 
is indeed a true reminiscence phenomenon it should be possible to 
increase the effect by having Ss respond continuously to, say, 200 or 
300 items, rather than merely 100, on each trial. 

The closest any study has come to these conditions is that of 
(1931), who was the Gst investigator to study silent interv 
“blocks” during the course of color naming. A block was defined as 
a pause in responses equivalent to the time taken for two or more 
average responses. Bills administered a color naming task consistin 
of six colors; Ss had to name the color patches as rapidly as possi 
for 10 minutes. Responses were recorded by E’s tapping a Morse key 
-a far from satisfactory method for measuring the durations of blocks, 
It was fo~n* that the speed of color-naming correlated -.33 with 
frequency of blocks and. -.70 with the duration of blocks. Over the 
lo-minute period of color-naming the mean number of responses per 
minute decreased from 96 to 82 and the number of blocks per minute 
increased from 3 to 4; the length of the blocks howexver showed no 
systematic change: over the 1 O-minute period. 

Just what improvement with practice actually consists of is not 
known, but it is known that Ss can adopt various strategies which 
can enhance performance. We have already noted that squinting or 
deaccommodating can make performance easier on card CW. h:ld 
KLEIN (1964) found that the CW card is made easier for Ss if they 
overtly read the word before naming the color of the ink. Ss were 
required to say aloud first the word then the color. When the time for 
words alone (card W) was subtracted from the double response time 
(i.e. the time for saying the word then the color), the time for namin 
the colors on card CtP was found to be significantly less under the 
double response condition than under the usual, single sespnse con- 
dition. Also, Ss reported that the task seemed subjectively easier when 
they could “release” the printed word overtly before naming the color, 
Interestingly enough, the reverse condition (i.e. being required tj> name 
the color and then say the w,ord) made for greater difficulty on card CW. 

A similar phenomenon was discovered by ROUSE and MAYER (1961), 
who increased the speed of performance on the CW card by having 
Ss use separate response channels for color naming and word reading, 
such as’ pressing one of three keys labeled yellow, red, and blue in 
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IMUD~~~ the incongruous coioss of the inks, 
rmitted ts make th of these responses overtly, 

e markedly lessened. 
ayer found, results in 

is administered in the conventional 

ce on CW by means 
n’” of the coke words, which presumably reduced 

sequently their com- 
s. S’s simply repeated each of the 

ds before taking the 
ntly (JJ <.02) better 

e worcfs “dog”, ‘“hand”, 

why ~SCS QIE take more time to name colors than 10 read color 
interest in this question dates aek at least as far as 
CATTELL’S (1886) investigations of the problem, no 

generally accepted theory of the phenomenon has been proposed. 
CATTELL (1886) and, later, STR~OP (1938) demonstrated that the 
ph~~~~enon extends beyond color naming. ‘It also takes more time to 
name common objects than to read the names of the objects. In fact, 
one study showed that the differences between naming and reading is 
Sli eater for objects than for colors (STROOP, 1938). 

rather similar theories have been proposed to account for 
this general phenomenon. The most common explanation is that of 

nees in amount of practice in color naming and word reading. 
CATTELL (I 8&S), C~ARRETT and LEMMON (1924), LUND (1927), PETER- 
SON (191 S), BBTBRSCN, LANIER, and WALKER (1925), and STRCWP 
(193Sa, b, 1938) a41 offered this explanation with sEght variations. 
Adults do not spontaneously react to every object or color they see by 
giving its name, while the mere act of recognition of printed words 
implies a covert, if not overt, verbal response. Consequently the habit 
strength for responding! verbally to printed words is presumed tc> be 
greater than the habit strength for verbally responding to objects and 
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colors. PETERSON, LANIER, and WALTER (1925) and STROOP (1938) 
suggested further that only one particular and dominant response habit 
is associated with each word, while objects and colors are. associated 
with a variety of response tendencies only one of which is the 
naming response. Thus the naming response supposedly suffers 
response competition than the reading response. 

WOODW~RTH and WELLS (1911) offered an explanation which does 
not emphasize the long-term practice effects of color naming and word 
reading but rather the response competition generated in the task itself, 
“The real mechanism here may well be the mutual interference of the 
five names, all of which, from immediately preceding use, are “on the 
tip of the tongue5’, all are equally ready and like.ly to t in one 
anoth’er’s way” (1Pl I, p. 52). Since it is not stated why this mutual 
interference should be greater for color naming than for word reading, 
this explanation seems to miss the crux oUthe matter. 

WARNER BROWN (1915) was the only radical dissenter from the 
difierential practice theory. While he did not ignore practice as a 
contributing factor, he believed it was not the essential basis of the 
phenomer on, which he regarded as a more profound aspect of brain 
functioning than could be explained in experiential terms. “. . . the 

association process in naming simple objects like colors is radically 
different from the associazion process in reading printed words” (19 X5. 
p. 34). This conclusion seems to be supported by the fact that Ss whc 
are given a great amount of practice (up to to0 administrations of the 
G and I+’ cards) seem to attain quite different asymptotes on color 
naming and word reading. It is possible that much more extensive 
practice than anyone has yet attempted could bring about a 
convergence of the performance level? on naming and readin 
an experiment would seem necessary for further evaluation of the 
ditiermtial practice hypothesis. 

IZxperimental investigations of the phenomenott have yielded o 
interesting facts. LuN?) (1927), for example, presented plates containing 
either colors, color names, or geometric forms. One set of tasks con- 
&ted of scanning the plates as rapidly as possible in order to find 
and name all the items in a sing?.e class. This latter procedure minimizes 
the difliculty on the response side but apparently increases the difficulty 
on the perceptual side, Here are Lund’s results in terms of mean 
seconds per item:: 
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sec. 

Reading ;3 word (color) 36 
~~~~~ a solor 2% 

.80 
zi word (cofsr) 1.00 

256 
.73 

is that it takes almost twice as long to 
tially the same finding was earlier 

o why should color naming be more 
ese results suggest that the answer is 

f the relative speeds of the per- 
es for words and colors, which seem to 

ld be needed to explain the difference 
between the speeds of color naming and word reading, 

C~MIBTT and LEMMON [1924) used a similar procedure to sort out 
the relevant factors. Ss were presented a pi:te of randomly ordered 
color patches end had either to name them in succession or scan the 
rows and name only all the patches of one color then of another color, 
and so on. Performance on this color=Gnding task was 16 per cent 
faster than color naming. The ratio of tllc time for color-naming/ 
color-finding was called an “index of inrerference”. Tn addition, Garrett 
and Lemmon used letter and word cancellAon tasks to ,measure speed 
of recognition, and they also had Ss read a series of two-digit numbers 
to measure speed of speech. 

Three factors were hypothesized to account for individual differences 
in speed of color raming. (a) Speed of recognition (measured by the 
cancellation tests), (b) speed of speech (measured by the 2-digit task), 
aad au interference or inhibition factor (measured by the color-naming/ 

ratio), The criterion--color naming--correlateti signifi- 
cantly with all three measures and the multiple R was AM. ‘I%: relative 
weights of the three factors in the regression equation were .58 (inter- 
ference), 35 (speed of recognition), and .06 (speed of speech). Un- 
fortunately this study does not tell us to what extent the “interference” 
factor would be found in a parallel word-reading test. JENSEN’S 

(1965) factor analysis of the Stroop indicates that the “interference” 
hypothesized by Garrett and Lemmon as accounting for difbeulty in 
color naming is de&ledly not the same kind of interference that is 
generated on the incongruous CW car& In the prkqcipal components 
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analysis the C card had a loading of only .39 on the interference factor 
defined by the CW test. 

LHGNON (19.32) proposed a 3-factor theory of the phenomenon which 
is both obvious and unenlightening, the three factors being color- 
naming, word-reading, and a common factor. 

Col’or-~3rd interference 

IXelatively little doubt or disagreement exist concerning the nature 
of Ss’ behavior on card CW. Furthermore, the CW phenomenon 
throws some light on the nature of the difference between color naming 
and word reacling. 

When the color-word is incongruous with the color of the ink in 
which it: is printed it is almost twice as difficult to name the color of 
the ink as when the ink is presented merely as a color patch. Though 
there are reliable individual differences in the magnitude of this phe- 
nomenon, apparently all literate persons are subject to it. Not a single 
one of the more than 400 Ss in JENSEN% (1965) study, for example, 
was able to name colors on card C=W as rapiclly as on card C, even 
after 10 days of practice. The difference between C and CW shows 
up not only in the large difference in time scores but in various be- 
havioral manifestations as well. It was largely for this reason that 
‘THURSTONE and MELLINGER (1953) regarded the Stroop as an alter- 
native to the ‘%tress interview”, a situation in which the S is ember- 
rassed, annoyed, or frustrated b:y the examiner or by other outside 
forms of disturbance, the object. being tal see how the S reacts to 
various forms of stress. The gross behavioral effects of card CW tis 
compared with cards W and C were inadvertently impressed upon the 
first writer when he occasionally entered a room adjoining the sound- 
proof laboratory in which Ss were tested to observe the procedure 

! through a one-way-vision window. Since the Stroop cards were out of 
view through the one-way window, it was rarely possible to detect from 
the Ss behavior whether he was reading card I+’ or card C; except 
for the difference in speed, there is little difference in Ss’ behavior on 
these two cards. In marked contrast, there is seldom any difficulty rn 
telling when Ss are responding to card CW. ‘They become more tense, 
they strain forward, they take on the expression of eyestrain, they 
gestu. &, r‘= wit& the arms and hands, and occassionally they stamp their 
feet. Exaggerated vocal emphasis is also characteristic. A few Ss even 
break down with laughter aad the test has to be given again to obtain 
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a fair SWE On retesting 5’s did not hide their displeasure at the pros- 
pects of having to face C again, and they usually heaved a sigh of 
relief when the test Was over. Repeated metesting decreases these o:rert 

ever come to regard the CW task with the 
they finally show toward cards C and W. 
e essential characteristics of a conflict 
rs since 3AENSCH (1929) and S-moop 

CM’ ~her~omenon strictly as an inter- 
competition between habits of unequal 
ord reading) having to be inhibited in 
ming). The fact that the habit strength 
er that of color naming is indicated, 

difkrence, but also by Sr~cm's (1935b) finding 
the WOP& on the CW cart’ suffers no appreciable inter- 

ference from the incongruous colors knd is practically as easy as 
reading the words on card W. Stroop found an average increase of 
5.6 percent in time for reading the words on CW as compared with W. 
On the other hand, there was a 74.3 percent increase in color naming 
time: on CW’ as compared with C. This fact is a convincing demon- 
stration ifTercntin1 response strengths for colors and words. Practice 
or repetition is, of course, known to irerease response strength, and 
so it is the favored explanation for thtl do irrance of word seading 
over color namin This hypothesis alro results in predictions con- 
cerning the interaction of color-word conflict with age and reading 
ability, which is examined in the followq section. 

X38) tried to test the differential practice theory by heaving 
28 Ss practice giving norlscnse syllable names to five 

unfamiliar symbols; each S had to make 1200 such naming responses. 
A control group made only 200 naming responses but continued in- 

their familiarity with the sym 115 by making a total of 1000 
other respnses involving the symbols, ;uch as sorting, checking etc. 

oups were then tested for naming speed for 200 items. A:; one 
would expect, groups with more praeticve In naming performed much 
faster than the control group (3 vs ~1 set per itera). 

While apparently all investigators regard cw as an interference 
phenomenon, they have not all couched their interpretations in terms 
of S-R theory, and some have attributed broader psycholo&al meani% 
to the p:lenomenon than we have indicated in our discusGon thus far. 
(‘JOMALLI, WAPNER, and WERNER (19tiZ), for example- regard cw 
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performance as re@ecting a gener31 capasity to maintain a course of 
action in the face of intrusion by other t;timuli. This ability to resist 
interference is related to a basic principle of cognitive development 
which has been of central interest to Werner and the Clark University 
group, viz. the interpretation of cognitive development as increasing 
differentiation and hierarchic integration. This “organismic-develop= 
mental’” approach has given rise to a great deal of Stroop research, 
which is reviewed in later sections. l\nother member of 
group, Broverman, refers in several of his publications to “verbalness” 
and “ego strength)’ as measured by certain Stroop indices, A highly 
verbal S should gain relatively more practice in word reading than in 
color naming and should therefore show a relatively high score on 
(C-H’)/?+‘, A high d egree of such verbal specialization, as indicated 
by this Stroop index, is considered an indicator of obsessional or anal 
personality organization. Ego strength, refn,rring to the control and 
regulation of response, is reflected in the ratio (CL+C)/C. 

LANGER and BXENBERG (1964) have discovered an interesting 
phenomenon closely related to the Stroop which is probably best re- 
garded as a type of semantic generalization, though its discoverers 
believe it does not easily lend itself to interpretation within an S-R 
framework. L+anger and Rosenberg presented Ss with 25 “sonic sym- 
bols” (e.g. munle, &at, zab, 00111, tut, verd, sool, and klak), which 
had no obvious semantic or structural resemblance to color names. 
and asked the Ss to classify them subjectively as either red, blue, green, 
or yellow. Ss who were in high agreement with the modal classifications 
were called ‘“concensualizers”, those in low agreement were “non-con- 
censuahzers” . Ss in each of these groups, in addition to a control group 
which did not take part in the classification, were then given a test 
analogous to the CW Stroop card, but in which the sonic symbols were 
printed in the concensually “incongruous” colors. There was also a 
“congruent’!’ card in which the symbols were matched with their con- 
censual colors. Color naming on the incongruous card was significantly 
(p <.Ol) slower than for the congruous card for all three groups. Con- 
sensualizers showed the greatest interference and non-consensualizers 
the least, with the controls intermediate. 

KLEIN (1964), in one of the most interesting sets of experiments 
ever performed with the Stroop test, demonstrated a kind of semantic 
gradient of the capacity of words to interfere with the color-naming 
response. Six analogues of tie CW card were made up in which the 
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printed verbal units consisted of (a) nonsEnse syllables, (b) rare words, 
(c) common words, (d) color-related wo-ds, (e) distant color names, 
i.e. color names which were different from any of the colored inks on 
the card, (9 close color-names, i.e. the usual CW coridition. The con- 

?rd C) subsisted of sets of asterisks rinted in different 
ount of int~rf~re~~~e? as ed by the increase 

nse time over that required on the control card (card C), 
n for the nonsense syllables, and it increased as a 

erated ~u~~tjon of the se antic gradient represented by 
0: ~o~ditions listed above. The closer the semantic rela- 

ed response (i.e. color-naming) and the 
Id in cheek (i.e. the verbal units), 

inte~er~n~e and the slower is the response time 

P =lsO OTHER VARhABLES 

f the prominence of ditIerentia1 amounts of prac;ice in color 
ord reading as an explanation of the Stroop phenomena, 

age has been one of the most extensively st ied independent variables 
in relation to Strwp performance. The rc‘ ts of the various studies 
show a high de 

Before the Stroop test was invented there was an interest in the 
relative dominance of color and form as a function of age. DESCOEU- 

DRES (1914) had groups of Ss from 3-year olds to adults perform 
card-sorting tasks involving either colors or simple geometric forms 
as ~~11 as the printed names of colors. Speed of sorting increased with 

for all types of materials, but there was a strong age X materials 
raction: young children sort faster on the basis of color than of 

form, while the reverse is true for older children and adults. The same 
is true for color vs. color words. The change from color to form or 
word dominance comes on the average between six and seven years of 
age. WEAN and GOODENOUGH (1929) investigated color-form matching 
as a function of age from two years of age to adulthood, with total 
N = 474. The task allowed Ss to match cards on the basis either of 
colar or of form, but not both. Strangely enough, below the age of 

three matching was based predominantly on form; from three to six 
years of age color matching was predominant; and from six years to 
adulthood form increasingly predominated over color. 
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LIGC)N (1932) made the first investigation of color naming and 
word reading as a function of age. His Ss were 6 to 18 years of age. 
He found a progressive improvement in speed of both color naming 
and color wprd reading, but noted that the absolute difference in time 
scores (i.e. number of seconds per 100 items) between colors and words 
was approximatlzly constant across all age groups. He therefore con- 
cluded that differential practice was not an adequate explanation of 
the difference between color naming and word reading. STRMIP (1935a) 
criticized Ligon’s interpretation on the basis that he should have com- 
pared the age groups in terms of the relative rates of responding to 
colors and words rather than in terms of the absolute difference. When 
performance on C and W are compared on the basis of number of 
reactions per 100 seconds, rather than the total time for 100 reactions, 
the difference between C and W increases in the: ratio of 1 to 4 from 
the age of 6 to 18. Thus the increase in relative superiority of word 
reading over color naming would see:m to support the different ial 
practice hypothesis. 

The most comprehensive investigation of age involving all three 
basic Stroop scores is that of COMALLI, WAPNER, cind WERNER (1962), 
which spanned the age range from 7 to 80. Five- and six-year olds 
were excluded, since preliminary investigation of this age group led 
the investigators to conclude that below seven years of age reading 
ability was not sufkiently established to serve as a potent factor of 
interference on the CW card; presumably there is less interference on 
CIV below the age of seven. (Unfortunately there are no published 
results on CIV for 5’s under seven ye;\rs of age.) The results of the 
study by COMALIJ et al. are summarized in fig. 2. These curves are in 
close agreement with the results of other investigations which have 
studied only variolts segments of the age range represented in fig 2 
(LEON, 1932; LAZARUS, 1955; GARDNER, et al., 1959: RAND, WAPNER, 
and WERNER, 19152; UHLMANN, 1962b; LEEDY, 1963). 

COMALLI et al. explain the age changes on the Stroop, particularly 
on CW and the relative difference between CW and C, in terms of 
Werner’s organismic-developmental theory, with its emphasis on the 
increase of perceptual and cognitive differentiation and hierarchic inte- 
gration with increasing maturity, older Ss (over 5C, or so) show some 
regression in diffe:rentiation and integration of functions. Though the 
time scores of ch’ildren and of old adults are similar, CCIMALLI et al. 
note that the young and the old achieve their scores by somewhat 
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es in Stroqa performance from 4 t0 80 years of age. 
(From table 2 in C’omalli, Wapner. and Werner, 1962). 

different means. Children try to overcome interference by pointing the 
fin&r at the items and by rhythmically accenting th& verbal responses. 
In contrast to this concrete pointing, the aged Ss sometimes used 
“verbal pointing” by preceding each response “thai’s a . . .” 

In addition to time scores, RAND, WAPNER, ERNER, and MCFAR- 

LAND (1963) obtained a variety of error scores (see “exror scores” in 
section on Scoring Methods) in four age groups: 6, 9, 12 and 16 years 
of age, with 10 Ss in each group. The total of these deviations from 
an ideal performance was least for card W and greate! t for card CW, 
with card C intermediate. Most of the deviant behavior asores showed 
a significant interaction with age although the form of the interaction 
is not the same for all scores. Five of the error categories (inappro- 
priate color responses, contaminated responses, inserted color words, 
and omissions) showed a general decrease in frequency with age; one 
category (inserted nonlinguistic utterances) showed an increase with age; 
and none category (inarticulate utterances) decreased in frequency with 
age and then increased in the oldest group. The error categories were 
interpreted in terms of two sets of processes hypothesized as underlying 
Stroop performance: the ‘*Process of Identification” of the appropriate 
aspect of the stimulus item and the “Process of Serial Organization” 

of the responses. The interaction of these processes with age was 
interpreted in terms of organismic-developmental theory. Since this 
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very fine-gram& analysis was made possible by tape recording Ss’ per- 
formance, the stime type of analysis could be refined still further by 
examining these variables in terms of the temporal gr~rgr~ss of per- 
formance within each card. RAND et al. state that such :kn analysis 
is being undertaken and will be reported in a forthcoming study. An- 
other finding from this experiment not reported in the article by 
et al. is presented by WAPNEM. (1963). The duration of silent interv 
or blocks during the s’s performance was measured; it was fou 
that t&se intervals become shorter with increasing age over tie rang2 
of 6 to 16 years, and this was true for all three Stroop cards. 

SMITH and NYMAN (1962) have presented evidence on the serial 
scoring of the Stroop CW performance in relation to age over a ran 
from 12 to 60. In brief, total variability of within-subject performance 
and the linear component reflecting within-card improvement in the 
course of a single trial both decrease with age. 

Conclusim. The trend ‘shown in fig. 2 is not consistent with the 
simple theory which attributes differences in interference to differential 
response strengths of color naming and word reading as a function of 
previous practice. The dominance of words over colors, which is 
presumably the cause of the interference on card CW, should be 
expected to result in increasing interference with increasing age, But 
just the reverse occurs. PerfoT=mance on CGt’ improves with age, and 
indices of interference such as CFV-C and CW/C show a decrease 
with age up to about age 60, when they begin to increase. There is, 
of course, some evidence from experiments on verbal rote learning 
that interference effects, such as associative interference and retro- 
active and proactive inhibition, first increase and then decrease as a 
function of the degree of learning of the competing tasks (e.g. POSTMAN 
and RILEY, 1959). Overlearned verbal habits do not seem to result 
in as much interference in proactive and retroactive paradigms as do 
habits learned to only a moderate degree. But the degrees of learning or 
overlearning involved in these experiments are of quite a different order 
than the degJee of learning of color names, etc. involved in the Stroop 
test, and there are many other obvious differences in the two sets of 
conditions as well. This explanation of the decline in Stroop inter- 
ference with age therefore must be regarded as quite gratuitous. T’he 
only serious attempts to explain this phenomenon are those of Comalli 
et al. and Rand et al., which invoke developmental rather than learning 
ptiinciples. A critique of this particular approach, which involves a 
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whole theory of cognitive development, is beyond the purpose of this 

PeVieW. 

of sex differences an the as always been incidental 
i~bjes. nly one fact r sex differences is quite 
and women are better than boys and men at color naming 

(i.e. card C); this has en found in every study in which the sexes 
DWORTH and WELLS, 1911; BROWN, 1915; 

1935; JENSEN, 1965). JENSEN (1965) found 
twcen sex and color factor score derived from 
.Ql . There was no significant correlation be- 

twcen sex and either the speed (card W) or interference (CW-C) 
ctors. Significant sex difTerenecss on W and CW have not been found 

in any study. 
STROOP (iY35) attributed female superiority in speed of color- 

naming to differential practice in color naming, interest in and respon- 
siveness to colors presumably being a feminine trait. In support of the 
differential practice notion Stroop notes that the sex difference dimin- 
ishes with practice in color naming, but too few relevant facts are 
known to permit evaluation of this hypothcsi:5. 

In a factor analytic study involving the Stroop test, GARDNER, 
HOLZMAN, KLEIN, LINTON, and SPENCE (1959) thought it advisable 
+o do separate factor analyses for men and women, on the grounds 
that the two sexes produced somewhat different intercorrelations 
among Straop scores and some 30-odd other variables. But it is not 
unlikely that these differences are unreliable, since there were only 
30 Ss in each group and few of the correlations involving the Stroop 
scores were significantly greater than zero; even fewer of the cor- 
relations showed significant sex differences. The picture is further 

kscured by the fact that in this sample sex was significantly correlated 
Bith age, a variable which among men correlated significantly (.37 
p c.05) with amount of time taken on card C. 

Race 

PETERSON, LANIER, and ‘VALKER (1925) compared groups of 10 and 

12 year old white and Ne ;ro children on C and W tasks involving 
five colors and 250 responses per card. At ten years of age the Negro 
children were significantly (Ip <.001) slower than white children on 
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both C (by 20 percent) and W (by 19 percent). At 12 years of age, 
however, the Negro-white differences, though in the :ame direction, 
were minute (6 to 8 percent) .+nd insignificant. This change was ex- 
plained in terms of assumed differences in the learning histories of 
Negro and white chihiren with respect to reading and color namin 
which co I cause Negro and white children to attain more or less 
same ~rs~ ptotic: level of performance at different a s. TELFCIRD 

(1930), o: e of Peterson’s students, compared groups of white and 
Negro coilege st udcnts on 10 administratilsns of the C and W cards. 
There was no Ggnificant race difference overall or on any trial for 
either C or W. The interpretation of these findings is obviously limited 
by the we&known difficulties and shortcomings of sampling and me- 
thodology that Gtiate so many studies of racial differences. 

T’he Stroop test seems to be a favorite device of rnvestigators study- 
ing the efSects of va.rious drugs on behavior. In some cases the use of 
the Stroop is clearly indicated by the nature of the hypotheses under 
investi:;ation, while in other cases the Stroop seems to have 
inchrded quite arbitrarily among a collection of other psychological 
measuremenas, probably in the hope that one test or another might 
show the drug effect. The results of these studies do not appear very 
enlightening. 12 general, stimulant drugs improve performance on all 
Stroop cards a Id decrease interference measures, while depressants and 
psychotomimel its (viz. LSD) have the opposite effect. 

First, those studies which at least have the virtue of testing hype 
theses to which both the Stroop and the particular drugs used seem 
relevant and appropriate: 

Callaway and various co-w., mkers have hypothesized a psychological 
continuum called “narrowed attention”, which is a response to certain 
psychophysiological changes (CALLAWAY and DEMIKI, 1958). Stimu- 
lant and sympathomimetic drugs are hypothesized to induce greater 
focusing and “narrowness” of attention, with a reduction in the S’s sensi- 
tivity and responsiveness to peripheral or extraneous, distracting stimuli, 
Depressant drugs, on the other hand, have the opposite effect, that 
of “broadening” attention and increasing the S’s responsiveness to a 
broad influx of environmental stimuli. Since “narrowed attention” im- 
plies enhanced ability to select relevant and to ignore peripheral or 
irrelevant stimuli, the Stroop interference score (CW-C) should be 
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expected to decrease under a stimulant drug and to increase under a 
The appropriate experiment was performed on three 
students: a depressant drug (amobarbital), a stimulant 
tamine), and a placebo. Ss were given the Stroop 

ain one hour after t&in the drug. As 
sup, the amobarbitai group showed an 

while the methamphetamine group showed a 
(CALLAWAY, 1959). CALLAWAY and STONE 

these data using a derived score CU’ +C rather 
a somewhat larger improvement effect of the 

Rather complicated theoretical reasons were given fo 
impl~r ~xpi~n~tion lies in the fact that the stimulant drug 

th C and CW and the sum of these two 
scores is more reliable than their diflerence. The addition of W to the 

re woulci probably have shown still higher statistical significance for 
the drug effect, but we wouldn’t know much more. Since it would seem 
more important to how these drugs affect each of the Stroop 
factors separately, is a more defensible score than CW + C. 

In two other studies atropine was useLI instead of metllamphetamine 
with similar effects, although the results were more T mbiguous, since 
atropine has both depressant and stimt lant proper” es depending on 
the dosage and individual differences in reaction t a p;irticular dose; 
furthe] more, atropine produces visual side eflects which probably 

d Stroop performance (CALLAWAY and BAND, 1958; CALLAWAY 
mmo, 1958). QUARTON and TAI LAND f 1962) repeated CALLA- 

(1959) experiment with slight mod Kations, using pentobarbital 
and m~thamph~taminc. These drugs in the dosages used produced no 
significant effects on Stroog interfercnce~ although the amphetamine 
increased Ss’ memory span for digits and pentobarbital had the 

The one other theoretically oriented drug study is by WAPNER and 
Kaus (196(a), whose hypothesis was derislcd from a comparative-develop- 
mental theory which analyzes psychological phenomena and processes 
in terms of the concepts of ditferentiation and hierarchic integration. 
On the basis of previous studies, performance on CFV was taken as a 
measure of capacity to differentiate and organize responses in accord- 
ance with the instructions on the CW task, which requires the SUP- 
pression of stronger response tendencies (word reading) in favor of 
weaker tenden(zies (color naming). It was hypothesized that children, 
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schizophrenics, and normal adults when under the influence of a psy- 
chotomimetic drug (LSD-23 would all show developmentally “less 
mature” behavior on 0% performance than normal a.dult Ss. This 
study compared normals and schizophrenics under LSD and placebo 
conditions. On cards W, C, and CW normals performed si 
better than schizophrenics under both placebo and LSD condition 
LSD significantly impaired performance on cards W, C, and Q3W In 
botlh no:rmals and schizophrenics. 

Stimdants. Caffeine improved speed of color naming (W and CW 
not used) (HOLLINGWORTH, 1912). Adrenalin hati no significant effect 
on Stroop scores, though the dosage was su&ie?t to affect perform- 
ancc on certain motor tasks (BASOWITX, KORCHN, and OWN, 1 
The performance of drug addicts and of norma, controls were eom- 
pared under placebo and under d-amphetamine: this drug improved 
Stroop CW nerformance only among the addicts (LEHMAN and KNtc%r, 
1961). Th Stroop was included among a battery of tests ia an investi- 
gation of imipramine hydrochloride, a stimulant used in the treatment 
of depressive states, but no Stroop results were reported, which 
probably means nothing significarit was found (C&RSHON, HOLMBERG, 
MA.TTSON, MATTSON, and MARSHALL, 1962). Phenylephrine, an amphet- 
amine with effects similar to those of benzedrine, was given to Ss after 
they had practiced the Stroop to a point where a plateau was reached; 
there was no significant effect of tha drug on the interference score 
CW -C (OSTPELD and ARUGETE, 1962). 

Depressunts. Alcohol impaired speed and accuracy of color naming 
in direct proportion to the dose (HOLLINGWORTH, X923; MCFARLAND 

and BARACH, 1936). Scopolamine (hyoscine) significantly increased 
interference as measured by CW - C (QS’TFELD and ARUCUETE, 1962). 
Secobarbital impaired Stroop performance (exact measures not given1 
in both drug addicts and normal controls (LEHMAN and KNIGHT, 1961). 

Cognitive styles 

The Stroop has been used to select criterion groups representing 
various dimensions of “cognitive styles”. “Cognitive style” is a generic 
term for the distinctive ways in which individuals come to grips with 
reality. BROVERMAN (196Ob) conceives of cognitive styles as repre- 
senting manifestations of different response probabilities or response 
strengths in certain classes of behavior. Certain cognitive styles are 
operationally de&red by scores derived from the Stroop, Criterion 



a given percentage of Ss from the 
tion on a particular score, and these 

II compared on various c gnitive, motor, or perceptual 
am of t~~ti~~ the investi tor’s hypotheses concerning 

i~~s~ati~s of a particular cognitive style. There have 
or less systematic pro ams of research along these 

e styles as defined by particular Stroop 
~r~~~work for summarizing some of the findings 
ti~nshi~ of the Stroop to other variables. 

domiptrmce. This dimensiorn of 
~~v~~~AN (1960b) and is meas- 

on W to his speed 011 C. Different 
c: been used in various studies: C- W, 

- Cg, where Cp is the predicted value of C 
is dimension has also been referred to 

in some studies as “ver’ s*‘. A high C/W ratio indicates con- 
ratio indicates sensori:notor dominance. 

ed to be due to differences in the 
amount of learning the individual has accumulated over his lifetime 

to conceptual and to sensorimotor stimuli. Conceptually 
dominant Ss appeared to have little interest in se sorimotor tasks, such 
as painting or judging distances, as compared with sensorimotor domi- 
nant $s (UROVERMAN and LAZARUS, 1957, 1958). Conceptually domi- 
nant Ss were also found to be faster and more careless in painting 
geometric designs than were sensorimotor dominant Ss, and when 
conceptual Ss were asked to listen to a recorded passage of prose 
and then write down what they heard, they tended to paraphrase the 
content of the passage, while scnsorimator Ss made a more literal 
tr~~~~~cri~tion (LAZARUS, BAKER, BRQVERMAN, and MAYER, 1957). 
The two types did not differ in arithmetic ability except under distrac- 
tiam (a voice readin res through earphones), where conceptually 
dominant 8s did bcter. When the ljistractor was a sensorimotor task 
(disjunctive reaction time), however, the sensorimotor dominant Ss did 
relatively Betty (BROVERMAN and LAZARUS, 1958). 0.n more difficult 
arithmetic problems, a conceptual group was superior to a sensori- 
motor group both with and without simultaneous distraction, while on 
a perceptual-motor task (tracing a difEcult pattern) sensorimotor ss 
s’ho-wed less performance decrement due ,o distraction (holding a rota- 
ting handle with the other hand) than did Lcnceptual ss @ROvERMAN, 
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196Oa). AMSTER (1965) gave Ss a concept attainment task under 
instructional sets for either incidental or intentional learning of the 
concept. Conceptual $‘s (i.e. h.igh C/W ratio) showed significant supe- 
riority of intentional over incidental learning, while sensorimotor Ss 
(low C/W ratio) were not significantly affected by this particular 
instructional set. 

Automatization and constructed versus flexible cognitive c~~~t~~~. 
Automatization, BRQVERMAN’S (1960a) term for the tendency of certain 
acts to become automatic nnd to require little conscious effoti or 
attention, is operationally defined by the same Stroop scores as KLEIN’S 
(1954) concept of cognitive control. Strong automatization and flexible 
control, as contrasted with weak automatization and constricted control, 
are represented by low scores on the interference factor as measured 
by CIV- C or one of its equivalents (derived scores H, J, K, and L 
in table 1). To avoid coafusion rhis dimension will henceforth be 
referred to simply as interference p\:oneness. 

Low interference (la) Ss, as compared with high interference (HI) Ss, 
have shown a faster ‘apping rate, smaller handwriting, and were faster 
at making up three-!etter words (BROVERMAN and LAZARUS, 1958). 
LIs did beter at. mental arithmetic (simple addition) under distracting 
conditions (listening to a voice reading numbers) than HIS; and LIs 
also did better at tracing a line under motor distraction in which the 
other hand had to hols on to a rotating handle (BROVERMAN, 19QOn). 
LIs were “over-achievers”; they attained a higher occupational level 
than HIS and had ~cupations further above those of their fathers, 
when rated on the Y:ducation ar,d occupation scales of Hollingshccd, 
and this holds true *&en LIs a:rd NIs are equated for intelligence and 
educational background (BRCY ERMAN, 1962). LIs also obtained higher 
college: grade point averages than did HIS (BROVERMAN, 1963). Hls 
were relatively better at incidental learning than intentional learning, 
as measured by a recall test, while LIs showed the reverse (AMSTER, 
1965) This finding seems to be consistent with CALLAWAY’s (1958b) 
concept of narrowed and broadened attention which is also reflected 
in Stroop interference; narrowed attention would favor intentional 
leamiug at the expense of incidental learning, while broadened atten- 
tion should have the opposite effect. Groups of HIS and LIs which 
were dichotomized into high and low “need for independence” as 
measured by the Awards Personal Preference Scale, were compared 
on the Wechsler-Bellevue block design test while performing under 
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One of three ~.~~~ditions: nonstressful, threat of ele&ic shock, and 
negative verbal reinforcement. Differences between the groups showed 
UP OI$ under the stress conditions, in which the high independence 
LI soup haif the st performance and the low independence HI 

AR~~~~ and RCELL, 19%). 

x~?w, comparisons of extreme groups on the 
more significant results than cor- 

the entire range of interference scores 
ize estimation task in which the S had 

to match a standard disc, LIs tended to over- 
erestimate. Lls wiere also beter than HIS at 

nition; the LIs made wider visual scannings 
ereeptual differences between HIS and LIs 

under a condition of high drive (thirst) 
MIS and MOSKOWITZ (1958) compared HIS and 

stimulus situations, such as judging the 
ange occurs in a series of gradually 

changing pictures, and summarizing an ambiguously worded character 
sketch. “I *x?as concluded that LIs more than HIS tended to integrate 
the competr.jg, overlapping, and contradictory elements in a stimulus 
situation, wl & His were more likely to keep a art intrusive or contra- 
dictory ambiguities. Cognitive rigidity as reflrxtcd in perseverative ten- 
dencies on the gradually changing picture series test., however, was 
not related to interference proneness. 

Cumultatives, Dissoicrtives, and Stubilizers. This typology is bhsed 
on the method of serial scoring originally proposed by SJMITH and 
KLEIN (1953) and described earlier in this article in the section on 
scoring. In brief, performance time on the C’W card is measured five 
times---after every 20 responses- and these five time scores form some 
kind of pattern for each S, Three main types of pattern are discernible 
and form the basis of this typology. The Dissociatives’ curve rises and 
falls discontinuously; this i4 claimed to reflect a faltering of the atten- 
tion required in the process of isolating the relevant stimulus. The 
Cumuldives’ curve tends toward increasingly slower reading time over 
the five time scorch; these Ss show continuously aggregating difficulties 
throughout the performance. The Stabilizers’ curve maintains an even 
course, remaining more or less horizontal over the *five time scores; 
these Ss are most adequate to the interference task. 

The three types of Ss have been found to differ on other psycho- 
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logical test& (SMITH and KLEIN, 1953). For example, in judging the 
size of ;quares, Cumultatives progressively underestimate throughout the 
course of the experiment; Dissociatives are inconsistent, sometimes 
overestimating and sometimes underestimating; and Stabilizers make 
the most consistent judgements, i.e. each S has relatively little fluc- 
tuation around his own mean. In a test requiring the detection of 
camouflaged faces in B larger piaure, the Dissociatives f~b~lized more 
faces, i.e. saw faces ~tiihere none actually existed. In the Gottschaldt test 
Cnmultatives were slower than Dissociatives or Stabilizer-j in diseov- 
ering the embedded figures, and Dissociatives showed greater variabi- 
lity in performance than Stabilizers. In the serial learning of four lists 
of pseudowords the Cumulatives and Dissociatives differed significantly 
on lists 3 and 4; the Gmulatives required more trials to attain criterion. 
A?so, the Cumulatives produced a more irregular serial-position curve 
than the Dissociatives or Stabilizers; the Cumulatives’ serial-position 
curve: tended to break in half? as if the serial list had been learned as 
two shorter lists. 

Percept~ial-fnotor correlates 

Though the evidence regarding the relationship of the Stroop to 
various perceptual abilities is rather inconsistent, it at least affords the 
conclusion that the relatiunship is a highly tenuous one. The Stroop 
is clearly more a cognitive than a perceptual task, and where signif- 
icant correlations with perceptual tests are found there is usually som : 
cognitive or problem-solving aspect that can h discovered in the 
perceptual test. 

THYRSTONE (1944) included a number of Stroop scores in his factor 
analytic study of perceptual abilitie s, which involved 58 other percep- 
tual <measures. The correlations between the Stroop and the other 
perceptual tests were all so low that Thurstone excluded the Stroop 
from his factor aunaiysis. He later stated, “In Gew of the highly specific 
and unknown nature of the variance of the (Stroop) test, it should 
prove to be an interesting test to investigate . . .” (1953, p. 2). Other 
investigators have bee:n only slightly more successful in finding per- 
ceptual-motor correlates of the Stroop. PODELL and PHILLIPS (1959) 
performed a cluster analysis of a battery of 20 tests of motor, per- 
ceptual, and conceptual abilities, including the Stroop. Various Stroop 
scores had appreciable loadings on some of the factors, but the factor 
loadings of the various tests were quite inconsistent in two different 
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samples, so that the results of this study, at least as regards the Stroop, 
o interpret. It does show, however, that the 
e common factor variance in a large battery 

tests. The one other large-scale correla- 
eptual tests is that of GARDNER, HOLZMAN, 
E (1959). They correlated Stroop Inter- 

odd perceptual rn~‘~,~res, including 
on thr~sh~lds~ the rod and frame test, recognition time, 

size ~stirn~tio~~ and embedded ‘figures. The pattern of 
different for men and women. The inter- 

t correlations with the other variables 
si~ni~~antly (between .37 and .63) 

e estimation, rod and frame, embedded 
index) among the women. In all cases, 

“inferior” performance on 8 particular perceptual test was directly 
related to “inferior’” Stroop performance (i.e. greater interference). 
Color naming on the Stroop showed one significant correlation for the 
men (size constancy) and one for the women (size estimation). (There 
were a few other significant correlations which had nothing to do with 
perceptual variables and which are mentioned elsewhere in this review.) 

Coming down to specific tests, we find that the perc.eptuaI task used 
most frequently in connection with the Stroo is the Gottschaldt em- 
bedded figures test. And as most of the investigators had predicted, 
this test bears some slight but significant relationship to Stroop inter- 
ference: low interference-prone 5’s do better on the Gottschaldt. 
CALLAWAY (1959) found a correlation of .38 (p 6.05) between CW- 
C and Gottschaldt solution time; UILMANN (1962b) found a correla- 
tion of ,36 (p <.Ol); GARDNER, et al. (1959) found a corr4ation of 

.Ol) for women only; nonsignificant for men. 
Motor ubility. This subject has understandably received scant treat- 

ment, But one finding is quite interecting: GATES (1922) found corre- 
from -32 to .67, over 25 administrations of a color 

naming test, between speed of color ,naming and speed of tapping a 
stylus. The correlations increased with practice. This suggests that rate 
of color naming (or, more specifically, probably the speed factor, which 
is found in purer form in the word-reading test) and tapping rate both 
reflect some more general factor of “personal tempo”, to use Thur- 
stone’s designation, Rate of color naming also correlated significantly 
with speed of performing simple arithmetic problems and with speed 
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of word building (making a number of shorter words from a longer 
word’). ‘I he intercorrelations of these phenotypically diverse tasks 
strongly suggests a general “tempo” factor. 

SMITH (1959a) found a relationship between rate of adaptation to 
the Stroop interference task and rate of adaptation to a mirror-drawing 
test, which is another type of perceptual-motor interference t&Sk. CBzr- 
tain scores derived from 5s’ preformance on these two interference 
tasks showed low but significant intercorrelations. 

Mental abilities and aptitudes 

Intelligence. Stroop scores are only tenuously related to intelligence. 
There is no reported instance of the Stroop ever having been 1 sed 
with Ss much below the normal range of intelligence, and most studies 
have used college students. The obtained correlations, therefore, may 
be somewhat depressed by the restriction of range of ability. LIGON’S 
(1932) study comes nearest to assessing the entire range of intelligence, 
but he used only cards W and C. The correlation between color naming 
speed and IQ was nonsignificant (r = .02), while there was a signifi- 
cant but low correlation (.15, p <.Ol) between IQ and speed of word- 
reading. In college-level samples, correlations have ranged from zero 
to .34. The Stroop interference ractor (CW-C) had near-zero 
correlations with Raven’s Prograssive Matrices in three studies (CALL A- 

WAY, 1959; JENSEN, 1965; LEEDY, 1963). In one shady (UHLMANN, 

1962b) the interference factor correlated .34 (p <.Ol) with intelligence 
as measured by the Wonderlic Personnel Test, a general intelligence 
test used in business and industrial situations. Uhlmann, however, used 
a group form of the Stroop which may tap additional factoro includin 
general intelligence. Speed of CW performance, which of course con- 
tains the speed and color-dificulty factors as well as the interference 
factor, showed a signEcant correlation with Raven’s Progrcssivc Ma- 
trices (SMITH and ~JYMAN, 1962), The fact that Cl+‘- C has not been 
found to correlate with intelligence suggests that whatever correlation 
might exist between CW and intelligence is not due to the interference 
factor. JENSEN (1965) found a correlation of .31 (,n <.OS) between 
the color-naming factor (W/C) and the Progressive Matrices; the inter- 
ference (C IV- C) and speed (W) factors, however did not show 
sign&ant carrelations with the Matrices in this study. 

Metnoq span and short-term retention. JENSEN (1965) found signif- 

icant correlations between Stroop factors and memory span measured 



under various conditions among college students. The speed factor (IV) 
correlated betwe n .27 and .40 (p 1) with digit span under various 
conditions. The j~t~~eren~~ factor -_ e) correlated (-.28, p <.05) 

II there was a 10 seconds delay interval 
d recall, durin which the S engaged in a 

f&i&motor task. The color factor (C/W) 
it s3ar-r but correlated -•.36 

r when the items in the series were colored 
little doubt that Stroep factors are related 

e most general and most 
up when some interfering 
en presentation and recall. 

Yn the same study (JENSEN, 1965) the 
Stroop factors were found to be significantly correlated with abihty in 
serial learnin . Ss learned by the usual anticipation method. The speed 
factor (W) correlaed .45 (y 6.01) with total errors to criterion in the 
serial learning of words, 38 (p <.Ol) with trigrams, and 31 (p <.05) 
wrth color-forms. An index of oscillation tendency in serial learning, 
that is, the tendency for a correct anticipation on one trial to be 
fohoired by an incorrect or omitted anticipatio on a subsequent trial, 
correlated with the speed factor (31 for words, .40 for trigrams). 
The interference factor correlated significantly (43) only with the serial 
learning of trigrams. 

WHLMANN (1962) had ,% listen to a tape-recorded account of a 
building explosion and then write down whatever details they could 
recall immediately after hearing the tape; a similar recall was requested 
after a delay of three hours, The recall was scored in terms of the 
number of anxiety and non-anxiety words recalled. Straop interference 
correlated wirh immediate recall -. 18 (p C.05) for anxiety words 
and -==-. 15 (n,s.) for non-anxiety words, and, with delayed recall, anxiety 
and non-anxiety words both correlated -. 19 (p <.05) with Stroop 
interference, i.e. hi interference was associated with poor recall. 

Personnel selection. KIPNIS and GLKKMAN (1962) investigated a 
group form of the Stroop for predicting evaluations of radioman per- 
formance among 13 naval aviation machinists mates. The men were 
categorized as below average (lower one-third) or above average (upper 
one-third) in performance. Biserial correlations between this dichotomy 
and Stroop cards C and CW were .14 and . 11, respectively: both a 
are nonsignificrnt. For specific criteria of job performance, however, 
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card C had correlations significant at the .Ol level (rs between .25 
and .3O) for ratings on “maintaining equipment”, “stays clam in an 
emergency”, “gets along with shipmates”, and “overall efiectiveness”. 
Card CW yielded correlations sign&ant at the .OS level with ““sound 
ideas”, *‘military appearance”, and “overall effectiveness”. In all cases 
superior Stroop performance indicated superior criterion ratings. is 
study was replicated with 266 men entering the Nuclear Power School 
of the U.S. Navy, with essentially similar results (KIPNIS and GLICK- 

MAN, 1961). Kipnis and Glickman point out that cards C and CW 
correlated .54 and ..55, respectively, with the clerical aptitude test of 
the Navy Basic Test Battery. This is essentially a test of speed and 
accuracy, factors which are clearly involved in the group form of the 
Stroop used in this study. Kipnis believes that all the valid variance 
in th,s form of the Stroop is probably due to this clerical skill factor 
(personal communication, 1964). 

TEE’RSTONE (1944) found no significant correlations between any 
one of several Stroop scores and salaries of public administrators and 
personnel analysts. 

Scholastic ubilities. We have already mentioned the correlation of 
color naming speed with speec! in simple arithmetic (addition and multi- 
plication) and with word-building (GATES, 1922). THURSIDNE (1944) 
tried to differentiate fast and slow readers (46 college freshmen) by 
means of Stroop scores C, CV, and C/CW. Fast readers were signif- 
icantly (p C.05) faster at C, v bile the two other Stroop scores showed 
no significant relakaship to Imeading speed. The C score is, of course, 
a mixture of the speed factor and the color-difficulty factor, The corre- 
lation oi C with reading speed might well be due to its saturation 
on the speed factor, whkh is represented more purely by W. Unfor- 
tunately, Thurstone did not include W in this set of correlations. 
JENSEN (1965) found a correlation of -.3 1 (JI C.05) between college 
grade point average (GPA) and the color factor (C/W); the other 
Stroop factors showed no sigraificant correlations with GPA. 

Personality correlates 

‘Autornatizatioi~. This dimension, which is the same as interference 
proneness and which was discussed previously in connection with 
cognitive styles, also has correlates in the personality, interpersonal, 
and socioeconomic spheres. Again, we will refer to weak and strong 
automatizattion as high and low interference proneness (HI versus Ll) 
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as measured by one of the Stroop interference scores (e.g. cw - c). 
BRfX&RMAN (1962) has made comparisons of personal history dhta 
among groups of Ss selected for high or low scores on this dimension. 

is investigation, &overman states, 
~~sid~r~ble amount of evide~~~e has now accrued all of wnich 

automatizer (i.e. low interference proneness) 
ominant, assertive, and effective individual” 

into the details of overman’s theory 
are some of his findings: arried couples in 

r+ &more interference prone than the wife report 
ith their marriage, while the reverse dyadic 
ive harmony. The relatively low interference 

partner tends to assume the bulk of everyday responsibilrties in mar- 
such as handling correpondence, visiting childrens’s teachers, etc. 

In general, LIs tend to assume dominant relationships to HIS. Among 
LIs preferred friends who were younger than them- 
Is preferred older companions. LIs reported having 

exwrience at an older age than HIS. Among delin- 
boys the ljrst truancy from school appeared earlier in LIs than 

s. Among chronic schizophrenics more Is were reported to *be 
assauHtive than I-Us. Broverman concludes t the LI style manifests 
itself “as an inner push towards interpersonal dominance, personal 
independence, avoidance of submissive social roles, non-conformity, 
and rebelliousness to authority”. Some other ways in which LIs differ 
fram INS: female His started drinking a year earlier than LIs and 
had their first sexual intercourse 10 months earlier, Male HIS admitted 
greater frequency of masturbation than LIs and also married 2.1 years 
earlier than Lh;. I-!Is come from higher socioeconomic backgrounds 
and have parents of higher occupational and educational levels than 
LIs. LIs tend to be first-born. Finally, probably indicating some physio- 
logical basis underlying this dimension, it was found that LIs awaken 
from sleep more easily and do not need as much time as HIS to become 
fully awake on rising in the morning. 

Personality inventories. The first inves,tigators to look for personality 
correlates of the Stroop by means of personality inventories were 
THURSTOW and MELLINGER (I953). Their investigation warrants de- 
tailed examination. Four personality inventories totalling 475 items 
and “covering the range of normal personality” were administered, 
along with the Stroop test, to 99 students. Biserial correlations were 
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obtained between each of the 4.75 items and seven different Stroop 
scores (basic scores IV: C, UP’, and derived scores B, II, K, and M 
in table 1). The primary intereet in this study was in the personality 
correlates of the interference aspect of the Stroop. The following pre- 
(diction was made: “‘Persons with a high degree of control, who are 
~zl and collected and who have a high frustration tolerance, will 
calmly override the distraction introduced by the (CW) test and pro- 
ceed to name the color of the tints with relatively little slowing down. 
These are the stable, unexcitable, deliberate, and determined people. 
The other possibility is that persons who easily separate different kinds 
of experience, who tend toward dissociation, will maintain speed on 
the GIV card” (p. 2). 0f the seven Stroop scores used, Thurstone and 
Mellinger reported the results for only one, mainly hecause it yielded 
a slightly greater number of statistically significaat correlations than 
any of the other scores. The score they settled on was score M in 
table 1 (CWz - 2Cz + 10). A worse choice would have been difhc:Jlt 
to make in terms of the interpretability of the resurts. When this partic- 
ular score is included in a factor analysis with ah the other Stroop 
scores, it turns out to be the one score with the least factorial purity 
(JENSEN, 1965). Furthermore, it is more heavily :oadeu on the color 
di%culty and speed factors than on the intcrferenc> factor, wiih which 
it correlates only .43. An additional shortcoming of this score is that. 
it has one of the poorest test-rc:test reliabilities of ~11 the scores (4.3). 
In the enormous correlation matrix obtained in the Thurstone and 
Mellinger study, the chance number of significant correlations, assuming 
complete independence among the 457 personality items, would be 
35 rs at the .Ol level and 168 at the .OS level. In fact, there were 50 RZ 
at the .Ol level and 235 at the ,OS level, Since the Srroop score which 
yielded the greatest number of significant rs was used here, and since 
the personality items are certainly not independent, these results arc 
at best only suggestive that the SKOO~ has some variance in common 
with the personality domain. While none of the individual item corre- 
lations was high enough to be of predictive value, the specific items 
showing significant correlations fall into clusters which are fairly homo- 
geneous psychologically. 

First of all, the original prediction of low interference being asso- 
ciated with traits of perseverence and stability was not borne out in 
the l,east. The results were more or less in the opposite direction, 
although one must not forget that the Stroop score used here ii; an 
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amalgam of all three StroQp factors in almost equal parts, so that the 
persmality constellation described by Thurstone and Mellislger cannot 
~JC i&ntified with interference proneness alone. These personality traits 
re associated with relative1 eater speed of color naming (C), greater 

nterference on the CW card. 
f p~rson~~~ty items are summarized as: a pro- 

intensive workers, unsteady, erratic, 

pl~~sure~s~ki~~g, easy going, not 
neat, or orderly; (d) not responsible 
tical; (e) active, boisterous, enjoy 
urstons and Mellinger conclude, 

z - 2Ct t 10) is that persons 
card C in spite of the increased stress 

its and seek pleasure in life. They procrastinate, do 
not work ~ntens~ve!y, lack p~rs~v~ran~e, are not ambitious, and are 
not 0 rly or neat. They seem to dodge hard work and responsibility, 
they e to talk, and they have little control over their habits. This 
interpretation is interesting in that it refutes the hypothesis that the 
controlled and determined son will plow right through the distrac- 
tion. It seems instead that deliberate, regular and energetic worker 
takes pains to do the task carefully and syste aticAlq~. He finds it 
diRicult to effect the required degree of dissociation t 3 read card CW 
easily” (p. 13). 

This personality description bears a striking resemb,ance to descrip- 
tions of the psychopathic personality. EYSENCK (1957) has found that 
within his system of personality classification psychopaths are quite 
extraverted and are emotionally unstable or neurotic. Thus, it seems 
a reasonable hypathesis that the personality correlates of the Stroop 

t be described in terms of two highly pervasive iuperfaetors that 
account for most of the variance in any comprehensive battery of 
personality measurements: Extraversion-Introversion z nd Neuroticism 
~‘EYSENCK, 1 %iO), 

JENSEN (1!i165) attempted to test this hypothesis by aministering the 
Stroop and the Extraversion (E) and Neuroticism (NE scales of the 
Maudsley Personaiit Inventory (MPI) to 436 university students. The 
correlation between and N in this sample was --,087, which I’S not 

s:gnificant at the .05 level. The personality scales were correlated with 
c:ach of the Stroop scores listed in table 1. To improve reliability the 
Stroop scores were a composite of two administrations. The correla- 
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tions between E and total time on W, C, and Cl+’ were -. 10 (p <.OS), 
-. 13 (p <.Ol), and -.14 (p <.Ol), respectively. Correlations of N 
with these three basic Stroop scores were ,08 (n.s.), .l 1 (p <.OS), 
and .10 (p <.OS), respectively. More revealing are the correlations be- 
tween the personality scales and the three Stroo scores which most 
purely represent the three factors measured by the Stroop ( 
derived scores C and J in table 1.). Since these scar s difIer in rcli- 
ability, comparisons of their correlations with the personality variables 
should be preceded by correction for attenuation; these correc 
also take into account the reliability of the personality measures, 
is approximately .80 for and N. The resulting corrected corre- 
lations of E with the Str factors of speed (W), c 
[(C/C -I- W)], and interf CW-Cc) were--.11 (p 

(n.s.), and -. 12 (p <.OS), respectively. The corresponding correlations 
with N were -09 (borderline significance at the .05 level); .OS (us,), 
and .cb6 (ns.). These are all quite meagre correlations indeed, con- 
sidering that they are corrected for attenuation of both the Stroop 
and the personality measures. A study by Callaway (1959) based on 
only 28 Ss showed a correlation of -.43 @ K.05) between C W-- C 
and the E scale of the MPI; the correlation of CW- C with the N 
scale wds -. 15 (ns.). 

Since the E and N !;cales together are known to account for 8 very 
large proportion of the variance in the personality domain, their small 
correlations with the Sroop facton suggests that the chief determinants 
of Stroop variance are not likely to be discovered in the personality 
domain. 

(One point should be noted about Jensen’s correlations in connection 
with the Thurstone and Mellinger study. Extraversion is associated with 
superior performance cn each of the Stroop factors, but Neuroticism 
is associated with poor performance on these factors. Thus it is the 
stable, non-neurotic extrovert, not the unstable extravert or psycho- 
path, who tends to perform relatively well on the Stroop. This con- 
clurkn is more in accord with &overman’s description of “‘strong 
au tomatizers”, (low interference .Ss) as being aggressive and effective 
individuals rather than with the somewhat psychopathic personality 
described by Thurstone and Mellnger. 

H. PODELL (1961, 1963) included several Stroop scores in a cluster 
analysis along with the Minnelata Multiphasic Personality Inventory, 
the California Personality Inventory, and a number of other cognitive, 
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e Stroop measures (W, C, WC, 
1111 kded on one factor on which no other 

Neuroticism cm-elated only .OS with 

eemd&n of 25 (JJ <.05) be- 
as measured by ~~REYN~~Ds’ 

xiety level in terms of the degree 
al values and his feelings and desires. 

(t963) has reported some significant 
scores and certain characteristics of re- 

st (TAT) and the Rorschach 
/W was inversely related to need for 

h) as assessed from TAT fantasies, i.e. the high 
e between C and W s 

scores on (C--w>/ W who also 
-C)/W (i.e. high interference). The low 

fantasies that were characterized 
by “nice, safe, positive relationships and statements”; they tended not 

lity or dysphasic feelings. 
was positively correlated with highly integrated whole 

responses to the Rorschach. 
These projective test findings were interprets in terms of Brover- 

man’s hypotheses that high (C - W)/W is an indicator of lrerbal 
specialization, which might be an indicator of an obsessional (anal) 

nix&ion, and that low (CW - C)/ W is an indicator 
) which acts as a regulator of both inner drives and 

outer demands. 
A flmivity . Two of nine college students at the two ends of 

8 continuum representi e, lability, and threshold of affective 
siveness, as assessed by interview ratings, were compared on the 
and showed a significant (p .OS) difference, presumably on 

erfer~n~~ factor, althau act Stump scorn and the nature 
relationship were not d (OKEN, GRINKER. HEATH, HEW 

KORCHIN, SAWWN, and SCNWARTZ, 1962). 
Brhe. EEEDY (1963) used a Stroop interference score as a measure 

of drive @) in an investigation concerning the effects of drive on the 
range of cue utilization, Since the Stroop showed no significant relation- 
ships to any of the other variables in this study, we will bypass a 
description of the experiment and comment only on Leedy’s particular 
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use of the Stroop as an independent measure of drive strength. The 
ha& strength of word reading (Hw) is considered to be greater than 
the habit strength of color naming (Hc). This situation gives rise to 
difficulty, due to response competition, on card CW. The greater the 
Hw - H& difference, the greater is the interference of the printed word 
with the naming of the color of the ink. Now9 in the ~u~l~S~~n~ 
theory, response strength is a multiplicative function of drive an 
strength (i.e. I> X H). Thus D(Hw - Hc); ar!d as D increases, the 
difference in competing response strengths (DHw -- DHc) increases. 
Consequently, higher drive should result in poorer performance on 
CW. This Is very neat and quite in accord with predictions from 
Hull-Sperrcc theory as it would pertain to the effects of drive on St 
performance, but no validating evidence exists for this relationship 
between D and CW. In fact, there is some evidence in which the 
outcome is opposite to this prediction (AGNEW and AGNEW, 1963). 

One obvious difficulty in using CW performance to assess D as an 
intrinsic drive, that is to say, when D is not manipulated experiment- 
ally, is that the assumption must be made that there are no individual 
differences in Hw - Hc independent of individual differences due to 
D (i.e. DHw- DHc). Since there is no sound basis for such an 
assumption we cannot know whether CW performance reflects relative 
differencesin habit strength or drive or some combination of the two. 
Leedy, in fact, found no significant cozelations between the Stroop 
interference score and other purported indicators of intrinsic drive, 
such as the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, variation in resting skin 
resistance, and a decision location task-an ambiguous situation in 
which the S is goaded by a noxious stimulus and premature responses 
are taken as an indication of impulsivity generated by high drive. 

KLEIN (1954) has reported an experiment in which high and low 
Ss on Stroop interference (CW- 6) were compared on a number of 
tasks under high and low drive conditions (thirsty vs. satiated for 
water). Unfortunately, Stroop performance itself was not mcasurcd 
under the drive conditions. There were significant interactions between 
Stroop interference and drive on tasks such as size estimation and 
tachistoscopic recognition; the low interference group usually showed 
superior performance to th * high interference group, with accentuated 
differences under high drive. In a word association test involving 
&h&t-related words the thirsty low interference Ss gave more remote 
associations than did the thirsty high interference Ss. These results 
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of cognitive control (KLEIN, 
ted which compared the Stroop 

rform~ce of the same Ss under perimentally induced drive con- 
d electric shock and the threat 

eir intelligence was being as- 
drive. The low drive condition consisted of 

t the S at ease and to reduce ego-involve- 
in counter-balanced order 

r low drive. Simultaneous 
y significant differences under 

drive conditions. ie Stroop score used was C + CW. 
ce showed a s ificant (p <AX) improvement in 

. Most of the difference was 
d low-high drive group were 
re was no significant drive 

effect at the second testing. Thus, these results are rather ambiguous, 
but they clearly do not lend any support to the Hull-Spence type of 

n that drive should impair performance on CW. The usual 
interfereice score C W I__ C was also examined and was found to 
decrease under high drive, though not significantly. The relationship 
between drive and the C -t- CW score would not seem very enlightening 
in terms of the Hull-Spent:: theory in any case, since this score is an 
amalgam of all three Stroop factors. The most satisfactory method for 
studying the effects of drive on Stroop performance would be to assess 
the effects of drive on each of the three Stroop factors separately. 

Psychiatric ups. The only large-scale attempt to relate Stroop 
variables to p atric syndromes has been carried out by Smith and 
his co-workers; the most comprehensive reference to this work is by 
SMI’P# and NYMAN (1962). We have found all of this work exceedingly 
difieult to read and interpret, Since the usual methods of scoring the 
Stroop (e,g. table 1) did not yielo significant corrrrations with other 
measures of CQ itive functioning in Smith’s earlier investigations, he 
resorted to the method of serial scoring described in a previous section 
of this article, This method, which is based on the temporal pattern 
of time scores on CW for successive fifths of the task, has revealed 
some significant relationships to diagnostic categories. In one study 
(SMITH and NYMAN, 1962) non-psychiatric orthopaedic patients were 
compared with psychiatric out-patients (mostly neurotic a:ld psycho- 
paths) and with hospitalized psychotics. In all groups performance 
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deteriorated from the first to the last fifth of the task; deviations from 
this linear trend were found to increase in proportion to the severity 
of the psychiatric disturbance over these three groups of Ss. The so- 
called Stabilizd pattern (i.e. relatively consistent performance) was 
more common among normals and psychopaths than among neurotics 
or psychotics. The Stabilized pattern also characterized patients who 
were rated as showing improvement after therapy as corn 
patients who failed I,O improve. The Cumulative pattern 
tently deteriorating performance throughout the task) sho 
markedly among depr,essives and patients with hystero&tl traits. The 
Dissociative pattern (i.e. highly variable performance) w as associated 
with hysterical conversion symptoms. Other subcategories of Stroop 
performance, respresenting various combinations of the three main 
types above- 17 in all--were also correlated with a host of psychiatric 
symptoms. 0ne wonders how many of these relationships would stand 
up under cross-validation. 
NYMAN and SMITH (1959, 1960) found an increase in the tendency 

toward the Cumulative pattern over repeated testings among patients 
in a mixed clinical group who were not responding favorably to 
therapy in the opinion of the patient’s psychiatrist. All types of therapy 
were lumped together in this study-electro-convulsive therapy,insulin, 
mar&!, chlorpromazine, ataxraxics, sedatives, other pharmacologic 
treatments, and psychotherapy. Similar Stroop characteristics were 
found among patients suffering from some form of organic brain 
disorder. 
SMITH and JOHNSON (1964) reported a positive relationship between 

therapeutic improvement and improvement in Stroop CW performance 
among depressive patients. 

It ser:ms rather unfortunate that smith’s extensive psychiatric studies 
with the Stroop have not also paid more attention to the basic factors 
measursd by simple Stroop :scores. A study by WAPNER and KRUS 
(1960) shows that simple Stroop scores can reflect psychiatric dis- 
turbance. They found that schizophrenics were slower than normals 
on cards W, C, and CW by 46%, 36%, and 54%, respectively (the 
corresponding signtficance levels are .lO, .O5, and .Ol). On the inter- 
ference factor (CW- C), schizophrenics were on the average 78% 
higher than normais. 

Wms and SHERMAN (1962) found a complex relationship between 
Stroop interference, the Taylor ‘Manifest Anxiety Scale, and psychiatric 
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relation of 40 
showed a significant cor- 

troop interference and the MAS, 
renics produced a correlation of only 
producing these different correlations 

ion between interference and the 
12) while among the 

n was ~37 (Jo <.Ol); the difference 

of the three basic Stroop scores---a 
recanted retesti -indicates that the 

h%y stable characteris of individuals. The 
ese characteristics are not well understood. 

scores have shown signithcant, although 
relationships to a diverse host of other psycho- 
re often phenotypically very different from the 
ts that whatever processes are tapped by the 

Stroop are of a very basic and broad significance. Since many sources 
of variance enter into most psychological measurements, those pro- 
cesses having t nerality are usuafly bound to be repre- 
sented by rather weak correlations with other variables; they are easily 
swamped by the relatively more task-specific variance contained in any 
particular measure. The key to the importance of such basic processes 
lies not in the power to predict a specific criterion with a high degree 
of precision, but rather in the fact t at they have been shown to enter 
into a broad spectrum of psycho10 ical phenomena. It is largely for 
this reason that the Stroop test, and especially the factors it taps, 
may bc considered worthy of study in their own right. 

With few ~~~~ptions~ however, investigators have accepted their own 
ad hoc conceptions of the “face validity” of the Stroop and have pro- 
ceeded to use it for their particular purpose as a reference test in the 
study of some other, even more obscure, psychological phenomena. 
Thus, though the Stroop has been used in many studies, the procedures 
employed have usually not contributed much to our understanding of 
the processes actually measured by the Stroop, other than to assure 
us that some basic processes are indeed tapped by this test. Scarcely 
any other broad or satisfying generalization can be drawn from the 
body of evidence we have reviewed. Stroop prxesses seem to enter 
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most strongly into the cognitive sphere, particularly where learnin 
tempo, and response competition are involved. Stroop processes seem 
to enter least into the perceptual realm, and then only in tasks involvi 
some element of discriminative problem solving, such as the G 
schaldt embedded figures test. Stroop processes are manifest rather 
sporadically and in complex ways in the personality domain; some 
genuine relationships undoubtedly exist here, but their rne~~~ 
hardly decipherable from the present evidence. 

The Stroop test probably measures simpler and more fundamental 
processes than are measured by most of the other tests with which it 
has been corrzlated. We know that the Stroop itself contains three 
dimensions of variance. A simple linear model seems adequate to 
describe the structure of the Stroop. The three factors can be called 
Speed (Sp), Color difliculty (Cd), and Interference (Int). ch of the 
three Stroop tasks taps variance on one or more of these factors. Card 
W taps Sp; card C taps Sp + Cd, and card CIV taps Sp + Cd -=j- ‘Int. 
The intercorrelations in table 2, obtained from one administration of 

TABLE 2 

Intercorrelations among Stroop scores (N = 436) 

Factors SP sp -I* Cd Sp+ cd+ ht cd lnt 

scores W c CW C--W cw- c 

w - 52 43 -07 21 
C 66 82 18 

cw 48 56 
c-w 06 

the Stroop to 436 college students (Jensen, 1965) Ifits this additive 
model very well. Note that the factors themselves have very low inter- 
correlations and that large intercorrelations exist only between variables 
containing common factors. Table 3, based on the same data, shows 
the iaverage difficulty, in terms of time for 180 responses, for each of 
the three Stroop factors individually and when they are cumulated in 
each of the Stroop tasks--W, C, and CW. 

The most basic of the Stroop factors is probably the speed factor 
or “personal tempo”, as THWRSTOWE and MELLINGER (1953) called it. 
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TABLE 3 

(seconds) for Stroog factors and basic scores (IV = 439 

Scores Mean Valiance 
-__I 

w 38 34 
C 58 104 

CW loo 380 

ust, of course, be further established 
rrelations among many other measures 

such as normal rate of speaking, tapping rate, 
d factor that exists in many learning 

lty factor is probably least general and may be quite 
quires more time than reading 

of objects, but it is not known if there is a correlation 
between object naming and color naming speeds. In correlating the 
Stroop with a I battery of learning measures, JENSEN Q965) found 
that the Cd fa showed significant correlations only with learning 
tasks which actually involved the s’s learning and recall of colored 
stimuli. I?ew relationships between card and other variables have 

en reported in the literature which co not be accounted for in 
terms of the Sp factor contained in card C. The one highly reliable 
correlation with the Cd factor is sex--in every study wcmen have 
consistently shown less color dificulty thau men. We suggest that the 
6d factor is a result of something more basic than differential expe- 
rience with words and colors. The consistent difference between W and 

at the age the child first learns to read and the almost 
ibIe eflizct of prolonged practice in diminishing this difference 

s that color-d culty probably involves some fundameutal, phys- 
ical difference irr the process of reading words and naming colors. 

e hypothesis of differential degrees of learning the two types of 
responses seems hardly adequate to account for the facts we have 
reviewed on this matter. Speed of response is generally accepted as an 
indicator of rmponse strength, and on this basis it has been assumed 
that the response strength of the word reading habit, or specifically, 
of reading the names of colors, is greater than the response strength 
of naming the colors themselves. Even with prolonged practice these 
two kinds of habits apparently attain different asymptotes of response 
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strength, as inferred from speed of response. It might be questioned 
whether we are dealing here, not with differences in response strength 
due to different amounts of practice, but with a difference in response 
latency due to a lesser degree of complexity of the S-R connection 
for word reading than for color naming. An appropriate analogy mi 
be the difference bet.ween simple and complex reaction time. 

Thus, on card CW the S must maintain a “set”’ (i.e. self 
cues) to inhibit the S-R tendencies with the shorter lateneies (worded 
infavor of those with longer latencies (colors). This results is r~s~n~~ 
competition and interference. The amount of interference that occurs, 
strangely enough, seems to be scarcely related to the degree of dis- 
crepancy between tht response strenghts to W and to C as inferred 
from speed, for as shown in table 2, there is a correlation of only ,Ot* 
(N = 436) between the color difficulty factor and the interference 
factor. The large and reliable individual differences on the C W fWoi 

must be largely attributable to subject variables that are tapped by the 
CW task itself. For the time being, at least, we would label these sub- 
ject variables “interferenc.: proneness”. The evidence we have reviewed 
indicates that this factor has considerable generality and is identifiable to 
some extent with classical interference effects in learning and retention 
(JENS~EN, 1965). 

The Stroop test should continue to be useful in the study of individ- 
ual differences in basic 1 jsychological characteristics such as personal 
tempo and susceptibilit:y ;o interference. 

i SUMMARY 

This is a comprehensive bview of research on the Stroop Color-Word Test 
and its predecessors and variants. The Stroop Test is based on the speeds of 
reading color names, of naming colored patches, and of naming the colors of 
color3.words which are printed in incongruous colors, e.g., the word RED printed 
in green or blue ink. The’ test yields highly reliable measures of individual 
differences on three ‘factortI’: speed or ‘personal tempo’. color-naming difticulty, 
and interference proneness. The test has been used in some seventy studies 

involving such diverse fields as perception, learning, drive, problem-solving, 
intellectual abilities, cogni.tive style, personality, psychiatric diagnosis, and 
psychopharmacology. :iignif.icant relationships between Stroop factors and other 
variables in all these areas have been found. The evidence suggests that the 
Stroop scores share relativkly little variance in common with the perceptual and 
personality spheres and evince most of their relevance in the cognitive realm. 
Psychometric and theoretical problems arising from the Strcsp test are also 
AiCPLlCCd 
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